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Companies and official bodies that use unclear or dishonest language 
have often been savaged and told to clean up their act by the 
Derbyshire-based Plain English Campaign Ltd (PEC). 

What a worthy cause that might seem! After all, nobody likes to 
struggle with baffling forms or instruction booklets, or to be 
bamboozled by banking jargon.  

PEC, though, are much more a business than the pressure group 
they’ve often pretended to be. So, while waging their apparently noble 
war on gobbledygook, they’ve strongly pushed their own commercial 
products. And they’ve done so using the same kind of false and 
misleading statements they’ve frequently condemned in others.  

PEC have also run a series of supposedly fair annual competitions to 
find the producers of the clearest documents in the UK and Europe. 
But they’ve then awarded many of the trophies to their own best 
customers without declaring their lucrative commercial links with 
them – hardly the finest example of the clarity and honesty they’ve so 
stridently demanded from everyone else. 

Perhaps, though, the dubious nature of PEC’s self-promotion should 
come as no surprise, because the company’s long-time owner has a 
record of lying on oath in a public legal forum. Naturally, PEC have 
preferred to keep this pretty quiet.  

Many journalists and broadcasters have relentlessly puffed PEC as a 
good cause without always understanding their real status as a 
business. They’ve also sucked up to PEC on an epic scale by accepting 
a host of meaningless ‘awards’ from them, while failing in their duty 
to ask the most obvious questions.  

So that’s what we do in these articles: we look behind the facade, we 
ask some questions, and we set out the often surprising answers.
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Logo for the Honesty Mark scheme, 
which began in 1997 
Logo © Plain English Campaign

Why PEC’s claims should be treated with caution 

When someone who runs a company tells a pack of lies on oath in a 
public legal forum, they forfeit their right to be treated as a 
trustworthy source and everything they say needs to be verified. 

PEC operate as a business, though they’ve often posed as a pressure 

group. They provide commercial services that aim to improve the clarity 

and (surprisingly) the honesty of official and business documents that 

the public may have to read. They’re well known in the small but lively 

plain-language field, which has spread worldwide. Since 1988 they’ve 

been owned by Christina (Chrissie) Maher.  

In 1997 a legal tribunal said in forthright terms that Maher had lied to it 

repeatedly during an unfair-dismissal case brought by one of her staff. 

In a damning judgment, the tribunal declared her evidence to be neither 

clear nor honest.  

This judgment should have put people on notice that everything Maher 

and PEC said should be treated with extreme caution. But, as we show in 

article 2, one of the BBC’s best-known journalists has been quite content 

to disregard the judgment (which he’d read in full), take money from 

PEC to present prizes for them at an awards ceremony, and interview a 

PEC spokesman on his national radio programme without declaring his 

interest or asking the kind of tough questions his listeners might have 

expected from someone with his gritty reputation.  

After Maher became sole owner of the business in 1988, PEC began to 

use the media to lash out at organizations for supposedly lacking 

honesty and clarity. In one outburst, they even accused the Inland 

Revenue (now, HMRC) of ‘tax terrorism’ for issuing a payment 

reminder they thought unclear (it wasn’t), and then described an Inland 

Revenue cartoon character as the ‘Toytown Tax Terrorist’. Some 

organizations succumbed to the barrage by deciding to do business with 

PEC, perhaps hoping it would protect them against bad publicity. 

Others resisted and took the flak, as we show in article 4. 

Maher boasted about PEC’s integrity by setting up an ‘Honesty Mark’ 

scheme whereby customers could self-certify their documents as ‘honest’ 

and print PEC’s honesty logo on them (see left). Beyond satire though it 

may seem, this meant that the supposed honesty of these documents was 

being validated by the word of a proven liar.  

At the same time, PEC were building their brand and influence by using 
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false and misleading claims about their own products. In particular, they 

claimed that their Crystal Mark seal of approval – which PEC say has 

been used on 20,000 documents and websites – gave an explicit guarantee 

of clarity to the things on which it appeared.  

PEC justified their guarantee claim by saying they’d consumer-tested 

every document they’d ever crystal-marked. They said such pre-testing 

of crystal-marked material was definitely part of their process, and they 

said they were doing it. Yet they’ve refused to provide any evidence of 

this testing (see article 3), and one former employee told us: 

‘Testing with the public at large certainly did not happen, nor were any 
independent consumer-testing organizations involved. Testing was 
simply not part of PEC’s process for the Crystal Mark or anything else.’ 

We also show the equally powerful testimony of another former 

employee, PEC’s long-serving Head of Editing, on page 9.  

In 2006, the National Audit Office (Parliament’s spending watchdog) 

conducted face-to-face interviews with typical readers in which it tested 

the clarity of several government leaflets that carried the Crystal Mark. 

The research showed the leaflets to be unclear, contrary to PEC’s testing-

backed guarantee. 

In 2014, the Advertising Standards Authority – whose mantra is ‘legal, 

decent, honest, and truthful’ – asked PEC to justify their guarantee 

claim. PEC knew they’d been rumbled. They caved in immediately. After 

20 years of running their multi-million-pound Crystal Mark scheme 

using this claim, they withdrew the guarantee overnight. 

Some may think that PEC’s testing-backed guarantee wouldn’t have 

hooked many customers. But PEC certainly felt the guarantee was a big 

success, as they kept it on their website for 20 years. Had you been a 

potential customer, what would you have thought of it? Here was a well-

known organization whose brochures boasted supportive statements 

from the then prime minister John Major and from Prince Charles 

(‘God bless the Plain English Campaign’, he wrote). PEC were promising 

you a clarity guarantee for your documents, which they backed with 

genuine consumer pre-testing and much talk of honesty. To be blunt, 

would you have imagined it might all be total bullshit?  

PEC also ran supposedly open and fair annual competitions to find the 

best documents and websites, events that were widely publicized by the 

media. Yet PEC repeatedly gave the prizes to their own customers – 
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including NatWest Group, government bodies like the Prison Service, 

and Camden Council – without declaring they had lucrative business 

connections with these ‘winners’. Media outlets like BBC Radio 4’s Today 

programme knew all about this but chose to suppress it and rarely even 

mentioned PEC’s status as a business. In fact, Today preferred to keep 

telling its listeners how wonderful PEC were and to boast of how the 

programme and its presenters kept winning prizes from PEC. Such 

ringing BBC endorsements delivered a windfall of favourable publicity 

that no other commercial concern has ever received. (See article 2.) 

 

Why this series of articles? 

Encouraging clarity in official and business communications is a good 

thing to do. But it is not, as some people may think, synonymous with 

PEC. In the UK and worldwide, many other organizations are dedicated 

to this worthwhile work for commercial or public-spirited reasons.  

In 1979, I conceived and co-founded the original Plain English 

Campaign and was in partnership there until 1988. Now, despite the 

UK’s repressive and draconian libel laws, I think it’s necessary to speak 

out about PEC’s activities since 1988.  

These articles set out evidence exposing a pattern of untruthfulness 

which has underpinned PEC’s activities for over 30 years and from which 

they continue to benefit financially through the widespread recognition 

of their brand. The articles don’t stem from any antipathy towards the 

PEC people themselves, despicable though some of their actions have 

been. The purpose is simply to let the evidence speak for itself. 

PEC like to describe their critics as ‘jealous’ of their ‘success’. But why 

would anyone be jealous of an outfit whose achievements have been 

won on the back of lies, false guarantees and dubious competitions?  

 

Yes, but who cares? 

I’m fully aware that PEC are such small fry that few people will care how 

they’ve behaved – and therefore that few people will even bother to read 

these articles. But because the news media – especially some of the 

BBC’s most trusted programmes – have given PEC such a high-profile 

platform to parade themselves as a ‘good-cause’ business, it’s only right 

that their activities should at last be challenged. 
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PEC’s proudest boast was that they 
consumer-tested every document 
they crystal-marked; but their 
former Head of Editing says that’s 
not true 
 

Plain English Campaign have falsely claimed that their Crystal Mark seal of 

approval was a ‘guarantee’ of the clarity of the documents on which it 

appeared. But they have made an even more astonishing claim, namely that 

this guarantee was backed by the results of genuine pre-testing of all crystal-

marked documents. Could this really be true? 

Not according to Katherine Ardern, who worked at PEC for 25 years and 

was their Head of Editing from 1999 to 2019. Her statement, below, rips 

PEC’s consumer-testing claims to shreds.  

‘I worked at Plain English Campaign for 25 years in editorial roles. I saw 
thousands of documents going through the editing process to gain Crystal 
Marks. In all that time, I did not see or hear of any legitimate consumer 
testing being carried out on documents before they were crystal marked. 
Had it happened, I feel sure I would have known. It would not have been a 
secret – far from it. Apart from anything else, we’d have been glad to use 
the results to improve the documents.  

‘Clients would pay for the editing of their documents and subsequently the 
Crystal Mark, although in later years the Crystal Mark was included in the 
editing fee. These documents were never tested properly on anyone. Only 
after PEC’s assertion of testing was questioned by Martin Cutts did PEC 
carry out a make-believe form of retrospective testing on documents that 
had already been given the Crystal Mark, to provide the illusion that they 
had been tested on the public. Chrissie Maher (PEC’s owner) went into a 
massive panic and tried to cover up the fact no document had ever been 
tested.  

‘As far as I know, Plain English Campaign did not conduct (or pay outside 
agencies to conduct) meaningful consumer testing of documents on the 
intended audience before giving the Crystal Mark.’  

Katherine Ardern 
Editor, Plain English Campaign, 1994–99 
Head of Editing, Plain English Campaign, 1999–2019
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Summaries of each article 

Article 1 Honesty scheme creator and Plain English 
Campaign owner branded a liar by legal tribunal 

It’s 1997 and PEC’s owner, Chrissie Maher, has just created a commercial 

scheme whereby companies can self-declare their documents as ‘honest’ 

and badge them with a logo saying PEC has ‘approved’ this claim. 

Within a month, though, Maher is called to give evidence before a legal 

tribunal in an employment case. It finds that what she tells them is 

anything but honest – in fact, it’s a pack of lies, and the judgment says so 

in candid terms. Despite this humiliating outcome, Maher continues 

certifying documents as honest. In 2021, she still owns PEC and they 

still run the Honesty Mark scheme. This article includes the tribunal’s 

full verbatim judgment, the first time it’s ever been published. 

 

Article 2 Clearly no contest – how trophies for plain words went 
to PEC’s own customers 

PEC’s annual awards competition for the best and worst official writing 

began in 1980 and was a publicity success. But after 1988, when PEC 

came under Chrissie Maher’s sole control, they started to give these 

awards to their own customers without declaring that there was a 

business connection. The commercial links were worth at least £900,000 

to PEC. PEC also showered awards on prominent journalists and radio 

and TV programmes, particularly the BBC’s flagship news show, Today. 

All this mutual backscratching generated more publicity. In 2001, the 

Today co-presenter John Humphrys, a renowned scourge of liars and 

hypocrites, agreed to present the award prizes under a contract with 

PEC, despite being fully aware that PEC’s owner had lied to a legal 

tribunal. In 2003 he interviewed a PEC spokesman on Today about that 

year’s awards event. He failed to declare his recent business relationship 

with them and refrained from asking any searching questions. Happily 

for Humphrys, the BBC governors fully exonerated him of breaching 

their rules but, to paraphrase the immortal words of Mandy Rice-

Davies, ‘They would do that, wouldn’t they?’ 
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Article 3 Paying the price of crystal balls – how PEC’s false 
claims enticed so many credulous customers  

For 20 years, PEC claimed that their money-spinning Crystal Mark logo 

was a ‘guarantee’ of the clarity of the document or website on which it 

appeared. We first exposed this guarantee as false in 2007 after the 

National Audit Office, the UK parliament’s spending watchdog, 

conducted independent research which found that five crystal-marked 

documents were unclear. In 2014, the Advertising Standards Authority 

(the UK’s advertising regulator) stepped in to demand that PEC justify 

the Crystal Mark guarantee. PEC realized the game was up and 

withdrew the guarantee immediately. This article also examines PEC’s 

dubious claims to have consumer-tested all crystal-marked documents 

before allowing the logo to be used on them. It finds no evidence for 

these claims and includes statements from PEC’s ex-employees saying 

that, as far as they knew, such testing did not occur. 

 

Article 4 Thirty years of fibs, fakes and factoids – how PEC’s 
tall tales bamboozled the world  

PEC have fuelled their brand by pushing out a slew of shroud-waving 

stories to journalists, many of whom have uncritically lapped them up 

and spread them round the world through radio, TV and the press. This 

article disentangles PEC’s myths from the reality, showing that their 

most harrowing tales are false, dubious or unsupported by evidence. It 

also refutes their repeated claim that the average UK adult has roughly 

the same reading age as an average nine-year-old child, which would 

mean they’d be functionally illiterate. 

 

Article 5 So who really created the Plain English Campaign? 
– It was one person only, say PEC; regrettably, that’s a lie 

This article exposes the truth behind PEC’s carefully crafted lie that only 

one person founded the campaign in 1979 – a lie that their own website 

and press statements have helped to spread worldwide.
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‘When they speak of their honesty, be sure to 
count your spoons.’  

That old saying comes to mind when examining the claims of Plain 
English Campaign Ltd (PEC). Since the early 1990s, how they’ve 
banged on about their own honesty while lambasting other people 
they claim have fallen short. Honesty has been a key part of their 
brand and self-promotion.  

In 1994, they attacked companies they said were making misleading 
or dishonest claims, angrily pontificating:  

‘We now see signs of companies claiming their information is written 
in plain English when it isn’t. We need to stop this. At best it’s 
misleading, at worst it’s a lie.’ (PEC newsletter, Dec 1994) 

PEC gave no evidence and named no names. Soon after, PEC 
appointed themselves not just the supreme judges of clarity, but also 
of honesty. They launched what they called the Honesty Mark scheme. 
This enabled companies to self-certify documents as ‘honest’, get them 
badged with an ‘honesty’ logo showing PEC’s approval, and then issue 
these ‘honest’ documents to the public. 

In 2001, with a general election looming, PEC began what they 
thought would be a crowd-pleasing search for ‘an honest politician’. 
Though this was obviously a cheap publicity stunt, a few local radio 
stations and newspapers lapped it up. 
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So PEC were eager for everyone to be honest; but honesty doesn’t suit 
everyone. When a PEC employee made an unfair-dismissal claim 
against them in 1997, Chrissie Maher – PEC’s owner and the creator of 
the Honesty Mark scheme – was called to give evidence on oath to an 
industrial tribunal. Unanimously, its members found that Maher had 
repeatedly lied to them. 

This didn’t stop Maher and PEC continuing to run the Honesty Mark 
scheme. So – just to get this straight – a proven liar was running a 
scheme that approved documents as honest, while complaining about 
the dishonesty of politicians and other companies, and all this was in 
the name of clarity. Truly, you couldn’t make it up. 

 

Bragging about their honesty 

‘Plain English’ is usually seen as a worthy cause, particularly by 

journalists, who endure more than their fair share of jargon-encrusted 

rhubarb from officials and politicians. Perhaps that’s why they’ve given 

so much uncritical coverage to PEC, who supposedly promote clarity 

and honesty in commercial and government documents.  

PEC, based at New Mills, Derbyshire, have often used their media soap-

box to boast about their own honesty and integrity. It was a big day for 

their bragging on 27 June 1997, when PEC were trying to drum up 

publicity for the launch of a commercial scheme they called the Honesty 

Mark. The scheme enabled companies like banks and insurance firms to 

add a logo, which included a halo (yes, really), to documents they self-

certified as ‘honest’ and that PEC also approved as ‘honest’ (see logo, 

left).  

The Honesty Mark was an addition to a different, paid-for PEC product, 

the Crystal Mark logo, for which the charge was £500 plus (usually) a 

much heftier cost for editing. Some media outlets fell for the Honesty 

Mark story and duly gave PEC a slew of free publicity.  

To offer the Honesty Mark was virtue signalling on a grand scale as it 

naturally proclaimed PEC’s own ‘honesty’ as much as that of any firms 

(such as Irish Life, an insurance company; and NatWest, the banking 

group) that decided to display the strange badge on their documents.  

PEC’s owner, director and chief spokesperson Chrissie Maher told the 
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Yorkshire Post – and any other media people prepared to cover the story 

– ‘I’m trying to bring honesty back in the marketplace.’ PEC’s website 

declared the scheme was ‘our challenge to company bosses to be open, 

fair and truthful’ (accessed 28 Nov 2001). 

 

And then came the lies 

In Manchester on 28 July 1997, just a month after launching her 

Honesty Mark scheme, Maher had the perfect platform to show just 

how honest a mark she could make on legal proceedings. She was giving 

evidence – on oath – at an industrial tribunal where one of her former 

employees, Martin Nobbs, was claiming against PEC for unfair 

dismissal.  

Brief details of the case were given that day in the Manchester Evening 

News and, some months later, in several national newspapers, but the 

full story has never been told. This is because the tribunal’s verbatim 

judgment has not been published until now. It sheds harsh daylight on a 

grubby trail of lies by PEC’s owner and director.  

The tribunal weren’t at all impressed by Maher. In pungent terms, the 

chairman declared that Maher had lied repeatedly, first to her employees 

and then throughout the hearing.  

It’s rare for a tribunal to be quite so candid about a witness. There were 

only a few of the usual sweeteners such as ‘we preferred the other party’s 

evidence’. The chairman just kept branding Maher a liar, describing her 

as a ‘changeable, inconsistent and unreliable witness’ and saying 

outright: ‘We find Mrs Maher was lying to us.’ 

 

Heart of the case 

The tribunal case arose after two PEC staff, Martin Nobbs and Gill 

Cushway, were due to visit Scarborough on a 300-mile round trip 

‘roadshow’ to give a talk. Both were married, but not to each other. 

The tribunal heard that Maher had picked up rumours that Cushway 

and Nobbs were having a sexual relationship, which was why they were 

allegedly enjoying life on the road so much. Unbeknown to them, PEC’s 

office was buzzing with this tasty gossip. 
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The rumours were wholly untrue, but Maher gave them currency by 

withdrawing the pair from the Scarborough trip and shifting their desks 

around at PEC’s office so they wouldn’t be working alongside each 

other. When Nobbs protested, Maher began to closely supervise his 

work in a way he found intolerable. Distressed and humiliated, Nobbs 

and Cushway felt they had to resign. It can’t have been easy explaining to 

their spouses why they’d packed in their jobs. The bust-up meant a 

cheery prediction in PEC’s newsletter (Sept 1996) that ‘the uncensored 

story of the roadshow is about to be written’ came true, but in a most 

unexpected way. Nobbs claimed unfair dismissal, saying Maher had 

helped fuel a whispering campaign against him. (Times, 7 Oct 1997) 

Trying to justify her actions to the tribunal, Maher – supposedly a 

champion of plain words – had difficulty expressing herself clearly. The 

Manchester Evening News reported:  

‘Twice within five minutes, Mrs Maher… was reprimanded by Miss 
Woolley [the tribunal chair]… first to tell Mrs Maher “you don’t make 
any sense to me” then, “I don’t understand your reply”.’ (28 July 1997) 

But Maher’s testimony was clarity itself in its personal offensiveness 

towards Nobbs, as she declared:  

‘I couldn’t believe that so lovely-looking a lady [Cushway] could be 
interested in him. He was much older.’ (Daily Telegraph, 7 Oct 1997) 

Reading the tribunal’s full decision on pages 20–24 is the best way of 

appreciating Maher’s management style, an unpleasant blend of 

muddle, divisiveness, inconsistency and manipulation. 
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Anna Woolley, tribunal chairman:  

•‘We found Mrs Maher to be a changeable, inconsistent and unreliable witness 
whose explanations for her alleged actions were unconvincing.’  

•‘We find Mrs Maher was lying to us.’ 

•‘We accept that the steadfast refusal of Mrs Maher to investigate further on 
spurious grounds confirmed the applicant’s conclusion that she was lying as it 
was, in our view, bound to do.’



What the tribunal found 

The three tribunal members listened carefully to everything Maher said. 

They questioned her closely, probing for clarity. Doubtless they’d heard 

a lot of bilge in their time. They were skilled at figuring out who was 

lying and who was not.  

The steely chairman, Miss Anna Woolley, spelt out their conclusions in 

pointed language. Maher had lied to them, she said. Delivering their 

unanimous judgment against PEC, Woolley wrote:  

‘We found Mrs Maher to be a changeable, inconsistent and unreliable 
witness whose explanations for her alleged actions were 
unconvincing. There were several occasions during the course of her 
evidence where we concluded that she was saying things on the spur 
of the moment for the first time. Whenever Mrs Maher’s evidence 
differed from that of the applicant’s [Mr Nobbs’] witnesses, we 
preferred the evidence of the applicant’s witnesses. We find Mrs 
Maher was lying to us.’  

Concerning the evidence given by David Bray, a witness for Nobbs, Miss 

Woolley continued:  

‘We have come to the conclusion that the respondents [PEC] were in 
breach of the implied term [of Nobbs’ contract of employment, not to 
destroy trust and confidence] by the actions of Mrs Maher in lying to 
the applicant [Nobbs] about what she [Maher] said to Mr Bray, in 
maintaining that lie to his face thereafter and, further, in starting to 
check his work repeatedly closely. We accept that the steadfast refusal 
of Mrs Maher to investigate further on spurious grounds confirmed 
the applicant’s conclusion that she was lying as it was, in our view, 
bound to do.’  

 

How telling the truth cost a witness his job 

David Bray’s position was fascinating. Known to be a Christian lay 

preacher, he did consultancy work for PEC with the job title ‘senior tutor’. 

Some years after the case, Bray told us that as soon as it became clear he’d 

be giving evidence against PEC, they cut off his work and never employed 

him again. Bray’s evidence was crucial. He had everything to lose and 

nothing to gain from testifying and telling the truth. He told the truth, 

the tribunal believed him, and PEC kicked him out.  
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Couple’s ‘hideous pain, anger and distress’  

The case was covered by some of the newspapers when the tribunal’s 

decision came through in November 1997, by which time Nobbs had 

been out of work for nine months. He was awarded more than £10,000 

compensation.  

PEC got lucky, though. The tribunal’s finding that Maher had 

repeatedly lied to them was never picked up by the press because 

decision reports were not routinely published in those days. So PEC’s 

customers, including government departments and many reputable 

companies, never got to hear of it. Surprisingly, PEC’s website and 

newsletter didn’t mention the outcome of the case or the tribunal’s 

damning remarks. Given PEC’s dubious claims about their services since 

1990 – see other articles in this series – it’s only right that the verbatim 

decision emerges from the shadows now (see pages 20–24). 

After the decision in Nobbs’s favour was announced, his wife – a 

respected schoolteacher at Bakewell, Derbyshire – told the Daily Mail of 

the ‘hideous pain, anger and distress’ she and her husband had suffered. 

Christine Nobbs said:  

‘We live in a small community and soon word was all over the place… 
the embarrassment was extreme. It was a time when a couple find out 
who their true friends are, and, thank heaven, we had many.’  
(4 Nov 1997)   

 

No contrition about lying to the tribunal 

Maher likes to tell anyone who’ll listen that she’s religious – in fact, that 

she’s a ‘committed Christian’ (PEC newsletter, Sept 1996). She mentions 

it with tedious regularity – for example on BBC Radio 4’s Midweek (17 

December 1997) and BBC GMR (13 Aug 1996) – almost as often as she 

regales people with tales of her impoverished childhood. It’s all part of a 

well-practised routine that helps deflect awkward questions and disarms 

interviewers. The result is sycophantic profiles like that in the Reader’s 

Digest (Sept 1994), whose gullible journalist wrote that ‘when she 

[Maher] goes to church, she cannot help checking the hymns for plain 

English’. Maher has even included the Christian ‘fish’ symbol in PEC’s 

local advertising (eg, Whaley Bridge Community Arts Festival, 1992). 
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Years later, Maher told a gathering at Liverpool John Moores university 

that she had received ‘God’s help’ and wanted to be ‘a beacon, a light of 

hope’ to others. (July 2010) 

Of course, everyone’s entitled to proclaim their faith or lack of it. But, no 

matter how religious Maher may be, she’s never publicly voiced any 

contrition about lying to the tribunal and causing such anguish to 

Martin and Christine Nobbs, Gill Cushway and David Bray. Casting 

herself – as usual – in the role of eternal victim, Maher told the Daily 

Mail that the case outcome was ‘a miscarriage of justice’ (4 Nov 1997).  

 

The juggernaut kept rolling  

Anyone caught lying to a public legal forum might be expected to 

withdraw from running a scheme whose main selling point is ‘honesty’. 

But Maher has continued to oversee the Honesty Mark scheme as PEC’s 

director and owner and, at 83, still does so. Now often called by PEC the 

‘Honesty Crystal Mark’ – just to add an extra layer of confusion – it 

remains one of their products to this day. 

Some time after the tribunal’s verdict, Maher published a web page 

headed ‘Campaigners search for an honest politician’ and declared in a 

press release headed ‘Honesty is the lost policy’ that ‘almost all Britain’s 

political leaders have failed [PEC’s] honesty challenge’ (27 March 2001).  

As for the spoons, the count continues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For the Industrial Tribunal decision, see pages 20-24 
The decision is © Crown copyright. The Daily Mail article on page 25 is © Associated Newspapers.
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After the tribunal decision, the wife of PEC’s victorious ex-
employee finally had her say, telling the Daily Mail of her ‘hideous 
pain, anger and distress’ at the false accusations.
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News media duped as Plain English Campaign’s 
awards follow the money  

Several supposedly fair and open competitions to find the clearest 
public and business documents were won by customers of the 
promoter, Plain English Campaign Ltd (PEC).  

In their press notices about the annual contests, PEC – a well-known 
name in the UK plain-language field – consistently failed to mention 
their strong business relationships with many of these award-winners, 
which included government bodies and financial-services firms.  

The trophies were presented by famous names in the UK media, 
including Matthew Parris (The Times); Mary Nightingale (ITV News); 
and Sybil Ruscoe, Martyn Lewis, Fiona Bruce and John Humphrys, all 
among the highest-paid BBC journalists. In 1992, even the Princess 
Royal was roped in to give out the gongs. 

The undisclosed business relationships were worth around £900,000 
to PEC. The mass media seemed blissfully unaware of – or wilfully 
blind to – the commercial connections between PEC and the award-
winners. They gave PEC vast amounts of publicity for the event, which 
became the main engine for building their brand and revenue stream.  

It’s also emerged that since the early 1990s there weren’t any 
independent judges of the awards event – all the judges were PEC staff.  

This article reveals the hidden commercial links between PEC and 
many of the award-winners. It also shows how PEC showered awards 
on the BBC’s flagship news programme, Today, which then puffed and 
praised them with a slew of uncritical coverage.
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Government agency paid PEC £13,000 –  
and then ‘won’ an award from them 

A supposedly open competition designed to encourage businesses and 

government departments to use clear English on their websites was won 

by a customer of the company that organized and promoted the event. 

Neither the winner – HM Prison Service, a UK government agency – 

nor the promoter disclosed their commercial relationship in press 

notices announcing the award, which was presented by ITV journalist 

Mary Nightingale in December 2006. 

The contest was promoted by Plain English Campaign Ltd (PEC), a UK-

based company who have often misleadingly called themselves a 

pressure group. They are known mainly for this much-publicized 

annual awards event, which was first held in 1980. 

PEC said 200 websites – ‘a record number’, they claimed – had vied for 

the award, which was open to government bodies, local councils, NHS 

organizations, companies, charities and voluntary groups. 

A press notice on the Prison Service website quoted PEC as praising the 

site’s ‘warm and sensitive tone’ and calling it ‘the clear winner’. PEC 

claimed to be ‘astonished by the number of websites that were 

nominated this year’.  

PEC said the ‘overall standard was very high’, and declared that ‘the 

judges were very impressed by the service’s site’.  

The Prison Service hailed the award as ‘prestigious’ and ‘a great 

achievement’. Yet the site included many examples of officialese as well 

as obvious grammatical and punctuation errors such as these: 

• ‘Any infringements by staff, prisoners or visitors is not tolerated.’ 
[For ‘is’, read ‘are’] 

• ‘More information about visiting times can be found within each 
detailed prison page, to find a prison, use our locate a prison tool.’ 
[Run-on sentence – there should be a full stop after ‘prison page’.] 

The Prison Service – which at the time of the award was a Home Office 

agency – later admitted it had paid PEC £13,628 in the financial year 

2004/5 – an average of more than £1,100 a month. 
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Financial note: the British pound sterling was worth about US$2 or 1.5 euro in 2007, when 
the first edition of this article was published.
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Private Eye (above, 6 Dec 2007): After we published the first edition of this article in 2007, only the satirical 
magazine Private Eye would cover the story. Not newsworthy enough, perhaps? Or were the rest of the media – 
after themselves accepting a decade’s worth of meaningless awards from PEC and giving them so much publicity 
in return – just too ashamed?  
Note that Private Eye’s figure for PEC’s profit in 2006 is wrong: the company had £2m turnover but an after-tax 
profit of £116,000.



In other words there was a clear, recent, commercial relationship 

between the winner and PEC. Neither the Prison Service nor PEC 

mentioned this connection in their press notices about the award. 

And although both press notices included praise from ‘the judges’, my 

enquiries were unable to find anyone outside PEC who would admit to 

being a judge. It now appears that none of the judges was independent 

of PEC – all the judging was an inside job by people on the PEC payroll. 

Thinking he was speaking to a journalist, PEC’s press officer told me 

there were ‘five to six judges’ but admitted they were all PEC staff or PEC 

freelances.  

At first the PEC press officer denied the Prison Service was a PEC 

customer. He made this absolutely clear, saying: 

‘An award winner can’t be one of our customers.’  

But on being told that the Prison Service had admitted being a PEC 

customer, he changed his tune completely, saying:  

‘Yes, but we didn’t do any work on that website.’  

The PEC press officer agreed that PEC’s customer relationships with 

competition entrants would be a good reason for using genuinely 

independent judges, and admitted: 

‘But that’s not what we currently do.’  

Until 1988, when I ceased to be a PEC partner, it was a point of honour 

that almost all the judges were independent of PEC. Their names were 

routinely published – for example in The Plain English Story (1986) by 

Cutts M and Maher C – and in the press releases. It was also a point of 

honour to acknowledge any help PEC had given in creating any of the 

winning documents, as PEC did in 1983 when Provincial Insurance won 

an award for an early plain-language insurance policy. So it could be 

done, and it was done. 

In a similar awards competition in New Zealand, staged in 2006 by a 

leading plain-language firm there, all the judges were named and three-

quarters of them were independent of the promoter – as described in 

Clarity (no. 57). This annual event in New Zealand has continued to use 

independent judges ever since. 
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£900,000-worth of secret connections between   
PEC and award-winners 

The Prison Service was not the first PEC customer to carry off a prize in 

one of PEC’s supposedly open competitions, and it certainly wasn’t the 

last. Other award-winners I’ve been able to identify as PEC customers 

are listed below. Between them they lined PEC’s coffers with at least 

£900,000. In no case did PEC’s press notices about any of these awards 

state that there was a customer relationship between PEC and the 

award-winner. These business connections would have stayed hidden 

had it not been for freedom-of-information laws, which eventually 

enabled me to find out the truth. 

Camden Council (in London) won a PEC award in 2001. Its press 

notice, ‘Camden gets gold’ was silent about the London borough’s 

business relationship with PEC. It eventually admitted being a PEC 

customer at the time, spending £52,000 on PEC services in the five years 

before getting its award. In the five years afterwards, it spent another 

£80,000 on PEC services.  

Ealing Council (in London) won a PEC award in 2002. Its press notice 

proclaiming the award was headed ‘Ealing Council wins award for 

making things easy’. But the council didn’t make it easy for outsiders to 

discover whether it had a business relationship with PEC. The council’s 

press notice gave nothing away and the council flatly refused to answer 

any questions at the time. But in 2005, under freedom-of-information 

rules, it had to come clean. The council admitted paying PEC £9,300 in 

the three years up to the award. The relationship continued afterwards, 

and the council paid PEC £4,500 in the next two years. 

Newcastle City Council won a PEC award in 2002. The council was a 

big PEC customer at the time, having spent £38,000 in the previous five 

years. The relationship strengthened after the award, with Newcastle 

paying PEC nearly £120,000 in the following five years.  

Wolverhampton Council won a PEC award in 2003. It was a PEC 

customer. From 2003 to 2007, it spent £7,300 on PEC’s services. 

The Inland Revenue (now HMRC) won a PEC award in 2001. It later 

admitted to a commercial relationship with PEC in the two years before 

receiving the award. The extent is not known. 
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The Social Security Agency was a PEC customer when it won an award 
in 2002. The agency’s press notice about the award footnoted its 

corporate membership of PEC, without making clear this meant there 

was a commercial relationship. In fact, in the two-year period before the 

award, it paid PEC £11,000.  

The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) won a PEC award in 
the annual competition’s ‘Inside Write’ category (for internal civil 

service documents) in 2006. The DWP paid PEC £124,235 from 2003 to 

2006 – roughly £2,800 a month. Even after a National Audit Office 

enquiry found that DWP documents bearing the Crystal Mark – PEC’s 

supposed ‘guarantee’ of clarity – were too complex for their likely 

readers, the DWP continued paying for PEC’s services and handed over 

£6,000 in 2006 for corporate membership. (See article 3.)  

Legal & General, a major UK insurer, won a PEC award in 2001. It has 

refused to answer my enquiries about any commercial tie-up with PEC 

and – unlike public bodies – cannot be forced to do so. However, it said:  

‘We do not disclose details of our business relationships with other 
organisations. This is a confidential commercial agreement with the 
Plain English Campaign.’  

– which, perhaps unwittingly, suggests it did have a business relationship 

with PEC. 

NatWest Group won PEC’s Crystal Clear Bank of Europe award twice 
in the mid 1990s. NatWest was a major customer of PEC. It sponsored a 

truck that toured the country spreading PEC’s message in the 1990s. 

From 1990–2007, its spending with PEC is likely to have exceeded 

£500,000 but NatWest is not subject to freedom-of-information rules.  

In 1995, NatWest won another PEC award with a similar name, the 

Crystal Clear Trophy, in a competition among UK banks and building 

societies. PEC’s press release bestowed three pages of praise on NatWest 

but managed to avoid any reference to PEC’s lucrative relationship with 

the banking group. No competition judges were mentioned, so it’s fair to 

assume they were all insiders on the PEC payroll. In a long acceptance 

speech, NatWest Group’s chairman Lord Alexander of Weedon couldn’t 

find space to mention the colossal sums his companies had paid for PEC 

services. 
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Harriet Harman MP was Minister at the Department of 
Constitutional Affairs when she won PEC’s ‘Osborne Award for 
services to plain English’ in 2006. PEC’s judges declared that Harman 

merited this award for her part in the Coroner Reform Bill. Her 

department’s press notice (12 June 2006) was headed ‘First Bill to be 

written in plain English’ and stated:  

‘The Coroner Reform Bill will... be the first Bill that will be published 
in plain English – so that anyone can read it and know what changes it 
is making.’  

This claim, though utterly false, brilliantly misled journalists, generating  

favourable publicity for Harman (eg, a full-page article in The Times on 

7 June 2006). In fact, the draft Bill’s approach offered nothing new. It 

merely provided a commentary opposite the proposed legal wording. 

Similar commentaries had previously been printed hundreds of times, 

but in separate booklets.  

The leading UK barrister James Kessler, writing in Clarity (no. 56), 

described the press notice as ‘out of connection with reality... it might be 

called spin, though some might use harsher words, such as misleading 

rubbish’. Kessler went on:  

‘It made fools of a number of journalists who took it at face value 
without, presumably, discussing it with any legal colleagues... The 
moral one might draw from the story is not to take on trust anything 
one reads in a UK Government press release.’  

But PEC trusted it completely, hailing the draft Bill as a ‘historic step’ 

(Buxton Advertiser, 15 June 2006), and giving Harman their award six 

months later. Soon after, Harman – a lawyer and former Solicitor-

General – campaigned successfully for the Labour Party’s deputy 

leadership. She later became Leader of the Commons. 

PEC were paid £35,400 by Harman’s Department for Constitutional 

Affairs and its two satellite departments in the five years up to the date of 

the award.  

The Coroner Reform Bill failed to appear in the Queen’s Speech (in 

which the Government sets out its law-making programme) in 

November 2007. It then vanished without trace. 
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As a government minister, Harriet 
Harman won a PEC award for the 
Coroner Reform Bill. A barrister 
described her department’s press notice 
about the Bill as ‘misleading rubbish’



What happened after we exposed PEC’s  
connections with the award-winners 

After 2007, when we first revealed this story, the contest was window-

dressed to look less dubious, though anyone who hunted for 

independent judges would still draw a blank. More of the awards went to 

charities with whom PEC didn’t seem to have any obvious business tie-

ups. However, charities aren’t usually subject to freedom-of-information 

rules, so we couldn’t force them to divulge details of any PEC 

connections. Which is why, having exposed the truth, we didn’t bother 

chasing the story again. PEC never challenged it. They couldn’t, in any 

case, because it was stone-dead accurate. 

 

Who benefited from the awards?  

Over the years, PEC have profited heavily from the publicity arising 

from their annual awards competition. This publicity has been one of 

the main sources of PEC’s efforts to establish their brand name in the 

public mind.  

At the awards ceremony, bodies that have supposedly produced the best 

documents receive prizes and good publicity, while the authors of 

supposedly poor ones get a ‘golden bull’ trophy and bad publicity.  

PEC have often used celebrity presenters, particularly from the BBC’s 

stable, to boost the event’s media profile. It didn’t come cheap to hire 

journalists like John Humphrys, Sybil Ruscoe, Fiona Bruce, Martyn 

Lewis, and Matthew Parris. But it infused the competition with 

respectability and, with all the money PEC were raking in from the 

award-winners, they could afford to recruit leading names. Using well-

known presenters also refuelled the publicity bandwagon and dulled the 

media’s investigative edge.  

Absent from PEC’s press notices about the awards was any mention of 

the commercial connections between the company and several of the 

winners. Had media people been aware of the tie-up, it’s unlikely they’d 

have given PEC so much publicity for what would have seemed a far 

from fair and open competition.  

PEC are well aware that public perception can be distorted by such a 
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glaring omission of crucial information. In 2001 they demanded that all 

ten political-party leaders in Britain:  

‘make an open pledge...that everything in their [election] manifesto 
would be entirely true; and there will be nothing missing [our italics] 
from the manifesto that the voter needs to know before they can make 
an informed decision... Without a firm commitment from the party 
leaders to be honest, we just don’t know what we can believe.’ 

Indeed so, and in that respect what applies to political parties also 

applies to ‘good-cause’ commercial firms like PEC – otherwise the media 

and, through them, the public, are likely to be deceived. 

Some people may regard PEC’s awards as a bit of harmless fun so it 

dosen’t matter whether the competition is dubious or not. But when 

companies win awards of this kind, they benefit commercially from 

them, often using them in their marketing and in press adverts – as 

NatWest Bank and Lloyds Bank repeatedly did. This gives them a 

competitive advantage over their rivals and also tells the public they 

have won an apparently open and independently judged contest.  

When local and national government bodies win the awards, they use 

them to claim to the public – and to their political masters – how good 

their communications are. This tends to be very effective in deflecting 

criticism. Indeed, government ministers have used their departments’ 

receipt of PEC awards in exactly this way when answering questions in 

Parliament. 

To PEC, of course, the publicity that the awards have generated for 

themselves has been priceless. 

 

PEC ridiculed a professor’s writing and rubbished 
it for the next ten years – even after they knew it 
was a fabrication 

PEC’s annual prizes for gobbledygook mocked examples of convoluted 

English, which raised a smile and usually gave PEC a publicity bonanza; 

one year they boasted of 100,000 hits on their website. Yet the examples 

weren’t always what they seemed. Sometimes they were technical pieces 

intended not for Jo Public but for readers who’d be familiar with the 
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jargon, and sometimes they were written or spoken in deliberately 

obscure English for ironic or amusing effect. Either way, PEC would rip 

them out of context and use them for publicity. 

One such false PEC target was written by Northampton Borough 

Council. It was about the council getting sponsorship for a Christmas 

tree, which an official’s report described as ‘a horticultural festive 

element, suitably embellished with illuminary elements’.  

Chrissie Maher, PEC’s owner, predictably denounced this as ‘ridiculous’, 

declaring: 

‘I am all for being fair to other cultures, but to try to do away with 
Christmas in the name of political correctness is ludicrous.’ (Daily 

Mail, 13 Nov 1996) 

Yet the example was nothing to do with political correctness or 

cancelling Christmas. As PEC could have learned if they’d bothered to 

phone the council, it was written by an official who’d often been teased 

about his verbose and complex style. He wrote it to poke fun at himself 

and enliven a dull meeting. Clearly, the tin-eared folk at PEC couldn’t 

conceive that such language might be satire and immediately seized on it 

for publicity. (Evidence: council letter, 12 Jan 1998.)  

In 2003, US defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld spoke about threats to 

his country and declared: 

‘Reports that say that something hasn’t happened are always 
interesting to me, because as we know, there are known knowns; there 
are things we know we know. We also know there are known 
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not 
know. But there are also unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t 
know we don’t know.’ 

Cue another burst of PEC outrage. Yet this was merely an example of 

intricate and amusing wordplay that needed close study, and Rumsfeld 

helped his listeners by explaining what he meant as he went along. Such 

subtleties were wasted on PEC, though. Sounding like the anti-thought 

police – as if people were far too dim to understand a complex idea even 

when it was written in short sentences – they derided the text as a prime 

piece of gobbledygook. 

Oliver Kamm, one of the few journalists with a critical word to say about 
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PEC, thought their comments ‘intellectual snobbery’ and wrote:  

‘Every year undeserved attention is paid to a group that might more 
accurately be called the Obscurantism Organisation. Its 
gobbledygook award is not about English usage so much as a populist 
suspicion of ideas.’ (The Times, 15 Dec 2005)  

PEC also skewered the actor Richard Gere for saying: 

‘I know who I am. If I was a giraffe and somebody said I was a snake, 
I’d think “No, actually I am a giraffe”.’ 

PEC claimed that this: 

‘only makes sense when you have stared at it for a long time. It was 
simply the most baffling celebrity quote of the year’. (The Independent, 

5 Dec 2002) 

Gere was being pretentious but is there really anything obscure about it? 

The sentences are short and the meaning is immediately clear to anyone.  

In 1997, PEC did something much stranger than lampooning an actor. 

They awarded one of their Golden Bull trophies for gobbledygook to 

something that existed only in their imagination. They held up for 

ridicule what they said was a dreadful piece of writing from the Oxford 

Companion to the Mind (1987), a fascinating and scholarly book 

published by Oxford University Press. PEC claimed it said this: 

‘In the nervous system is one of the fastest growing areas in 
Neurobiology today. Novel peptides from the brain with actions 
related to functions such as pain, apalgesia, sleep etc are being 
discovered at an increasing rate.’ 

Attempting humour about mental illness, PEC’s press notice asked:  

‘Did Oxford University Press publish The Oxford Companion to the 
Mind as a ploy to drive us all insane?’  

Yet the text seems very odd. First, the opening sentence is clearly 

nonsense: only a fool in a hurry would write that a fast-growing area of 

neurobiology is in the nervous system. Second, every dictionary geek 

knows that English lacks any words starting with apal, as in ‘apalgesia’. 

Third, Oxford University Press wouldn’t capitalize the n in neurobiology. 

And fourth – a minor detail, this – the alleged quotation is a travesty 

that bears little relation to the book’s real text. The book actually says: 
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‘Neuropeptides – The study of neuropeptides, i.e. peptides occurring 
in the nervous system, is one of the fastest growing areas in 
neurobiology today. Novel peptides from the brain with actions 
related to functions such as *pain, analgesia, *sleep, etc, are being 
discovered at an increasing rate.’ [The asterisks denote headwords from 

which readers can find out more.] 

It goes on to say: 

‘There are probably two reasons for this ‘neuropeptide explosion’. One 
is that methods for the identification of peptides in very small 
amounts, such as are present in the brain, have been developed and 
greatly improved in recent years. The other is the growing realization 
by neuroscientists of the importance of peptides in brain function, 
based on the ability of neuropeptides to relay messages selectively 
between particular groups of cells. Peptides are made of amino acids 
joined together to form a chain...’. 

This all seems a good piece of writing: it’s lucid, well organized and 

explains technical terms in words a biology student could understand or 

easily look up. It’s one of many such examples in the 856-page book. 

But PEC’s fierce criticisms of the piece were quoted on numerous radio 

programmes and in the press around the world. The book’s editor, 73-

year-old Richard L Gregory (emeritus professor of psychology at Bristol 

University) was soon trying to extinguish a firestorm of ridicule as his 

misquoted writing was skewered by clever-clogs media people, egged on 

by PEC. He coped with very good grace, generally refraining from 

pointing out that the example was actually a fake by an unknown hand, 

with crucial words and punctuation removed to turn it into nonsense.  

Compared to the dumbclucks at PEC, Gregory was a titan of clear 

communication. He’d written several books that gained popular success. 

He was founder of the Exploratory Science Museum in Bristol, said to be 

the first hands-on science museum for children in England. He’d 

devoted much of his life to enthusing children about science. He was a 

pioneer in artifical intelligence. In 1992 he was awarded the Michael 

Faraday Medal for promoting the public understanding of science. 

In Gregory’s dignified letter to the Daily Telegraph (page 39), he explains 

that the Oxford Companion is for ‘students and professionals, including 

medical doctors’. He says the book is a bizarre target for PEC because 
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Professor Gregory’s response to PEC’s attack, above (Daily 
Telegraph, 17 Dec 1997). Generously, he does not point out the 
full extent of PEC’s misquotation of his work. He says the 
extreme form of plain language advocated by PEC should not 
apply to books like his or to ‘just about everything worth reading 
except emergency instructions’. Many in the plain-language field 
would agree with him.  
 
Photo © Daily Telegraph
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‘the full richness of our language is needed to do justice to the human 

mind’. 

Gregory was unhappy that PEC’s award letter to him had asserted that 

‘...the Golden Bulls are issued in a lighthearted way’. He said:  

‘What right has anyone to dispense public criticism lightheartedly? I 
happen to like jokes, but this is beyond a joke.’ 

PEC were still displaying the fake on their website as an example of bad 

writing in 2007, even though by then they’d known for ten years that it 

was a fabrication. Gregory, a most forgiving academic, told me with 

some surprise that PEC had never apologized to him. 

It’s not known who concocted the example or why. Surely it couldn’t 

have been PEC themselves, could it, with their knowledge of how the 

media would pillory the supposed author? If it was all some ghastly 

mistake, though, as generous people might think, why didn’t PEC 

withdraw the example when the true position became clear (which was 

almost immediately)? That was the least they could and should have 

done. I asked PEC in writing whether they had fabricated the example 

and whether they would apologize to Gregory. Like guilty children, they 

remained silent.  

What PEC did in this affair would have been poor conduct by any 

company, but for an outfit supposedly dedicated to clarity and honesty 

it was despicable. Even the most cursory check of the example against 

the true source would have revealed it as a fabrication. PEC’s reward 

from the ever-gullible news media was a rich publicity harvest.  

Professor Gregory died in 2010 (obituary, The Guardian 26 May 2010). 

It was good that obituaries in the leading newspapers were unsullied by 

any reference to PEC. 

 

All must have prizes: how PEC hooked their 
biggest fish – the Today programme – and the rest 
of the media 

From the mid 1990s, PEC love-bombed the news media by handing 

them hundreds of meaningless awards for their supposedly clear 

reportage. All the main newspapers (even the Metro freesheet in 
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London) got them; the regional papers got them; and the national and 

local radio stations got them by the bucketful. Naturally, most of these 

lucky winners ran self-congratulatory pieces praising their own 

marvellous talents for being so clear as to merit such an award. This gave 

PEC a slew of favourable coverage, which, of course, was the real 

purpose of their gambit. The media fell for it every time – even the Six 

O’Clock News on BBC TV, where Huw Edwards salivated on air over his 

pointless prize. 

Why ‘pointless’? Because the main focus of the international plain-

language movement is to improve the clarity of documents and websites 

produced by businesses, governments and legal systems that the public 

have to use when managing their lives. Its ideas don’t really apply to 

literature, broadcasting or journalism, which stand or fall in the market 

place against many criteria, only one of which is clarity. Would we really 

want everything we hear or read for knowledge or pleasure to be devoid 

of irony, understatement, depth, colour, unusual words or nuance, just 

to please zealots who misunderstand what plain language is for? 

PEC’s favourite focus for their awards publicity was the BBC’s early-

morning radio current-affairs programme, Today. If they could land an 

interview on Today, it put them on the day’s news agenda and implied 

they were in the big league.  

Today was often presented by John Humphrys and Sue MacGregor. 

Humphrys – a renowned anti-jargonaut – became PEC’s chief target. If 

they could capture him, they’d have Today and the rest of the BBC in 

their grasp. It proved remarkably easy: all they had to do was appeal to 

his vanity. In 1998, PEC decided to give him what they called a ‘special 

award’, a silvery-looking salver that Humphrys has since referred to as 

his ‘most prized’ accolade. They paid his newsreader pal Martyn Lewis to 

present it to him, the happy event being pictured on PEC’s website.  

Next for the brown-nosing treatment was MacGregor, who’d 

interviewed PEC’s co-founder and owner Chrissie Maher for Woman’s 

Hour and Conversation Piece on Radio 4. PEC gave MacGregor a ‘special 

award’ too at their ceremony in 1999, claiming (without any evidence) 

that she was ‘the people’s choice’ (PEC press release, 19 Nov 1999). Then 

in 2000 they went even better and gave the whole Today programme an 

award, which Humphrys turned up to accept on its behalf.  
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In 2002, I gave an eight-page briefing about PEC’s dubious awards 

competition to Gavin Allen, Today’s deputy editor, in the run-up to the 

annual event. Among other things, the briefing proved how Camden 

Council had paid PEC at least £50,000 in the five years before lifting an 

award from them in 2001. I explained that Humphrys had presented this 

very award to Camden under a contract he had made with PEC. For a 

while, Allen seemed interested, as a proper journalist might be: it was a 

good story. But it proved not to be the story that Today wanted its 

listeners to hear. A few days later, Today gave PEC the usual drooling 

coverage without any reference to their true commercial status or the 

dubious nature of their competition. And to Today’s staff, the most 

important part of the story was – you guessed it – that the programme 

itself had won yet another PEC trophy. 

In December 2004 the Today presenter James Naughtie went so far as to 

describe PEC on air as ‘a splendid outfit’ – an unprecedented BBC 

endorsement of a commercial firm on a major news show. Later in the 

programme, during another unchallenging PEC interview, Naughtie 

announced that – yet again – Today had won an award in that year’s 

competition.  

Discerning readers may see a pattern emerging here. Like so many 

journalists before and since, the Today team had become true believers 

in the cult of PEC. 

 

Grand inquisitor Humphrys wasn’t so keen on 
answering questions himself 

John Humphrys – regarded by some as a tough and well-briefed 

interrogator – interviewed a PEC spokesman about the annual awards 

on Today in 2003. What he didn’t reveal to listeners was his potential 

conflict of interest, namely that he’d presented PEC’s Plain English 

Awards under contract at a ceremony in 2001, and that he himself had 

accepted a ‘special’ award from PEC in 1998. His agent’s website – where 

his speaking fee in 2007 was listed as £10,000–15,000 – said:  

‘He’s won many national awards, including his most prized: The 
Special Award of the Plain English Campaign.’  

Well, there’s no harm in even the BBC’s best-paid journalists accepting 

awards or moonlighting to make some money from freelance work. But 

what was strange – and seemed contrary to BBC guidelines – was that 
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Humphrys didn’t disclose on air his recent connections with the 

business whose spokesman he was interviewing. Some BBC presenters 

are scrupulous about such disclosure. On Newsnight in March 2005, for 

example, Kirsty Wark declared an interest before conducting an 

interview about the bone-cancer charity Maggie’s Centres. 

What’s even stranger than Humphrys’ non-disclosure is that two weeks 

before he presented PEC’s awards in 2001, he’d known that Maher, on 

whose behalf he’d be working, had been branded a liar by an industrial 

tribunal. Yes, Humphrys had actually read the full tribunal judgment that 

you’ve seen in article 1 of this series. So he knew exactly what the tribunal 

had said, but he was still happy to be Maher’s mouthpiece.  

It happened like this. As someone who’d often appeared as a guest on 

Today in the 1990s, I’d spoken with Humphrys on air several times. So I 

thought it important to warn him – in a lengthy letter – of his potential 

conflict of interest, and the possible damage to his own and the BBC’s 

reputation, if he acted for Maher at the awards event. I had little doubt 

that a journalist of his reputed high principles would withdraw from the 

event. How wrong I was. 

The tribunal judgment had shown Maher at her manipulative worst, 

treating her staff appallingly and lying on oath to the hearing. But, 

having read the judgment and my letter explaining why he should treat 

the event like stinking fish (20 Nov 2001), Humphrys replied:  

‘Thank you for your very detailed letter… I have noted the findings of 
the Industrial Tribunal with interest and some dismay. I am 
committed by contract to presenting the PEC Awards and shall, of 
course, honour that contract.’ 

So, despite expressing ‘some dismay’, Humphrys was prepared to go 

ahead and present trophies on behalf of a proven liar. Normally, 

Humphrys isn’t keen on liars, such as his former BBC colleague, the 

journalist Martin Bashir, whom he excoriated recently in his Daily Mail 

column: 

‘Princess Diana had been led to the microphone by a rogue reporter 
who lied and lied and lied again. His bosses suspected the truth but 
used every device in the book to cover it up.’ (22 May 2021) 

But Humphrys was quite content to work for Maher, whom he knew 

had ‘lied and lied and lied again’ in a legal tribunal – which is arguably 

on a par with or worse than what Bashir did. 
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Humphrys told me in writing:  

‘I am in no position to make a judgement on your various allegations.’  

How odd – isn’t that what journalists are supposed to do? They look 

into stuff, ask questions, read evidence, and make a judgment. But here’s 

the person at the helm of the Today programme – a fearless questioner 

of politicians, mandarins and big cheeses, and with a team of researchers 

at his beck and call – yet he’s ‘in no position to make a judgement’. If 

Humphrys can’t make a judgment on whether he should moonlight for 

a proven liar, who can? Despite what he said, of course, Humphrys did 

make a judgment: he went ahead and took PEC’s money. 

Humphrys put the role of a journalist rather eloquently in the Daily 

Mail on 22 May 2021:  

‘The job of a journalist is easily described. It is to tell our readers, 
viewers and listeners what’s going on in the world and why. It is to try 
to get behind the messages that those in power want to deliver. To 
examine their motives. To seek out the facts. And, when we uncover 
the truth, to report it. Unvarnished. Without fear or favour.’  

Well, quite – uncover the truth and report it, fearlessly. Go for it, John! 

He also told Sunday Times readers in his column on 7 April 2002 that 

they should be very sceptical of ‘all institutions’, including ‘the media’, 

saying: 

‘Let us trust them only when we have verified [them]... The problem 
we face now is not insufficient trust; it is insufficient scepticism... 
Scepticism is an undervalued tool we should use more often.’ 

Indeed so. But, on the day Humphrys presented PEC’s awards in 2001, 

scepticism had been in short supply on the Today programme, when (in 

his absence) PEC were interviewed by Sue MacGregor, herself a previous 

winner of a PEC ‘special award’. Her tame questions to PEC ended with 

the revealing words:   

‘All power to your elbows.’  

The whole Today operation had been taken prisoner by PEC. 

I asked Humphrys how much money PEC had paid him under his 

‘contract’. Far keener on asking questions than answering them, he 

replied:  

‘Your question is impertinent and I have absolutely no intention of 
answering it.’  
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I persisted. Was it £3,000? He didn’t like that at all – perhaps such a low 

figure was insulting. Maybe he did it for nothing, returning the favour 

for his own ‘most prized’ award? We’ll probably never know. Either way, 

Humphrys wrote:  

‘I cannot stop you making assumptions – but I caution you that if you 
misrepresent my position I shall take the appropriate action.’ 

Shorn of the euphemisms he so derides in others, this means ‘Watch out 

or I’ll sue you for libel.’ 

So what was his ‘position’, exactly? I’d explained to Humphrys that PEC 

had relentlessly puffed their own customers to journalists, particularly 

some of the big banks like Abbey National, NatWest and Bank of 

Ireland, without pointing out the business connection between them 

and PEC. And because so many journalists didn’t even realize PEC was a 

business, they’d taken and printed PEC’s words of praise for these 

companies as some kind of dispassionate grass-roots endorsement. I’d 

also explained to him that several award-winners in PEC’s supposedly 

open competitions had been PEC customers, including  their biggest 

customer, NatWest. So, clearly, Humphrys was happy with all that. 

I’d further explained to Humphrys how PEC had traduced Professor 

Richard Gregory, as discussed earlier in this article, by condemning a 

piece of writing that had, in fact, been grossly misquoted. This had 

happened only a year before Humphrys had picked up his ‘special 

award’ from PEC. Clearly, that didn’t bother him much either.  

I’d warned him that his reputation might be compromised by acting for 

someone who’d lied in a legal forum. I’d also asked him to exercise the 

scepticism he’d advocated in the Sunday Times. After all, one morning 

he might even be presenting Today and having to ask Maher why an 

industrial tribunal had branded her a liar (some hope – the BBC, 

including Today, wouldn’t touch the story). And he’d have looked pretty 

silly if she’d replied: 

‘Come off it, John, me old mate – that tribunal may have said I was a 
liar but you still fulfilled a contract to give out my little trophies. And 
you didn’t even return that special award I gave you.’  

Plainly, that prospect didn’t trouble him. 

It was nonsense for Humphrys to say that as he had a contract with PEC, 

he had to fulfil it. As I told him, and as he would know, any public figure 
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who discovered that the person they’d agreed to act for was a proven liar 

could easily withdraw without consequences. It’s not as if PEC would 

have wanted to publicize his reasons. 

 

What the BBC did about Humphrys’ apparent 
conflict of interest (not a lot) 

The Today programme, its presenters and its researchers just weren’t 

brave enough. For years, they had crucial evidence in their hands but 

chickened out whenever they had an opportunity to ask questions that 

would reveal to the public what was really going on. Year after year, PEC 

offered Today a light-hearted soufflé about good and bad English. By 

contrast, I offered it news of a PEC gravy train that called at 

inconvenient destinations including Today’s own back yard. But the 

programme’s mindset was fixed, and they preferred the soufflé every 

time.  

As I’ve said, Humphrys didn’t declare his interest – as he surely should 

have done – before interviewing PEC’s John Lister on Today in 

December 2003. Nor did he ask the tough questions he might have 

done, given all the evidence he and his researchers held. But then again, 

donning your grand-inquisitor hat can’t be easy once you’ve taken PEC’s 

money, glad-handed everybody at PEC’s events, shared a prawn 

sandwich with PEC’s biggest customers, and accepted PEC’s dubious 

prizes on your own and your programme’s behalf. 

As Lister spoke hesitantly, Humphrys did a great job in the interview, 

not only asking soft questions but providing some of the answers 

himself by reading out examples of jargon from PEC’s press release. It 

was a bravura performance, and such a selfless boost for PEC from 

someone who hadn’t even been on their payroll for two whole years.  

To its credit, the BBC – as a taxpayer-funded broadcaster – has a 

complaints system, though it is labyrinthine and far from impartial. (As 

the Mail on Sunday columnist Peter Hitchens said in the paper on 5 Sept 

2021, ‘It is astonishingly rare for the BBC to rule against itself.’) A 

complaint duly wended its way through the system for two years until a 

four-strong BBC governors’ committee met in 2005 to discuss whether 

or not Humphrys’ apparent conflict of interest had breached the 
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broadcaster’s Producers’ Guidelines, which lay down supposedly 

rigorous ethical standards for presenters.  

This came at a sensitive time for Humphrys and the BBC. His interview 

with Andrew Gilligan in 2003 had alleged that Tony Blair’s government 

had ‘sexed up’ a dossier on Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction. The 

subsequent Hutton inquiry led to both the BBC’s chairman and its 

director-general resigning. 

The governors’ committee was advised by Mark Byford, BBC deputy 

director-general. It’s impossible to find out exactly what was said as the 

minutes of the meeting are so scant. But as judge and jury in their own 

court, and with their star presenter being accused, it came as no surprise 

that the governors exonerated Humphrys of any misconduct.  

In doing so, it seems clear the governors misdirected themselves. Instead 

of deciding whether Humphrys had breached the Producers’ Guidelines 

– whose wording (below) suggests he had – they chose to answer a 

different question. They looked at whether his relationship with PEC 

had influenced the Today interview he’d conducted with them in 2003.  

Of course, they found that it hadn’t – but as they weren’t mind readers, 

how could they tell? 

The guidelines set a Caesar’s wife test – things needed not just to be right 

but to look right. The guidelines said: 

‘There must never be any suggestion that commercial or financial 
interests have influenced BBC coverage or the subject matter of 
programmes or the choice of items.’ 

‘News, and current affairs programmes may deal with any issue, 
cause, organisation or individual. People who work on these 
programmes should have no outside interests or commitments which 
could damage the BBC’s reputation for impartiality, fairness and 
integrity.’ 

‘The public must be able to trust the integrity of BBC programmes 
and services. Our audiences need to be confident that the outside 
activities of our programme makers or presenters do not undermine 
the BBC’s impartiality.’ 

Had the governors assessed Humphrys’ conduct against those tests, as 

they should have done, could they really have found it passed with flying 

colours?  
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Memo to journalists: when they shower you with 
praise, remember The Simpsons 

PEC’s failure to disclose a commercial relationship between themselves 

and the winners of several of their supposedly open competitions has 

made fools of the media outlets that have covered these events, of the 

public who have read or heard about them, and of all the entrants who 

didn’t win.  

Journalists have given PEC and their awards events hundreds of 

thousands of pounds’ worth of free publicity every year, and few have 

seemed to realize that PEC are a commercial concern. They certainly 

didn’t know, because they couldn’t be bothered to ask, about PEC’s links 

with the winners. 

Many media outlets – especially BBC shows like Radio 4’s Today – have 

also trumpeted the awards that PEC have showered on them over the 

years for producing supposedly clear programmes or newspapers. 

Perhaps that’s why the entire mainstream media have turned a blind eye 

to our suggestions that the competition is tainted.  

The media’s willingness to be duped is all too reminiscent of that 

fictional TV presenter in The Simpsons who, on hearing from Mr Burns, 

malevolent boss of the Springfield nuclear plant, that there’d never been 

any chance of a catastrophic meltdown, remarks apologetically:  

‘This reporter  promises to be less vigilant and more trusting in the 
future.’ 

Let’s be clear: there’s nothing wrong with PEC giving awards to their 

own customers – even in an open contest and even when PEC cite the 

existence of ‘judges’ without making clear they are all on the payroll. 

What’s utterly unethical is for PEC to omit any mention of the 
business connection between themselves and so many of the winners.  

Had the connection been disclosed, then journalists, the public and 

every other competition entrant could have assessed the real value of the 

awards and the whole contest. Who knows, a few sceptical journalists 

might even have thought it was dubious and dared to look behind the 

oh-so-honest facade. 

PEC have always traded heavily on their claims of integrity. They’ve run 

a commercial Honesty Mark scheme that allows companies to self-
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certify their documents as ‘honest’ and then add an Honesty Mark logo 

to them, whose wording says ‘Honesty and clarity approved by Plain 

English Campaign’ (see article 1). And they’ve stated that they ‘honestly’ 

consumer-tested every document that carried their Crystal Mark seal of 

approval, though we’ve shown this to be a dubious and unproven claim 

(see article 3).  

But, as this article has shown, PEC’s awards events fell some way short of 

being the squeaky-clean competitions everyone was led to believe they 

were.  

 

Postscript 

Since the first edition of this article came out in 2007, PEC’s annual 

awards have gradually faded from view, perhaps because the media 

became bored with telling what was basically the same story every year. 

The contest’s barrel-scraping nadir came recently when the award 

ceremony was held at the Cavern Club in Liverpool. The prizes were 

handed out not by some moonlighting BBC luminary but by PEC’s 

long-serving company secretary, an accountant. Quite a photo 

opportunity for the lucky winners. 
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False ‘guarantee’ claim ran for twenty years – 
until the regulator stepped in 

In the two decades up to 2014, Plain English Campaign Ltd (PEC) 

claimed that their paid-for seal of approval, the Crystal Mark logo, was a 

guarantee of the clarity of the documents and websites on which it 

appeared. Here are three of the many PEC statements that made this 

precise claim:  

• ‘Our Crystal Mark is now firmly established as a guarantee that a 
document is written in plain English.’  
(PEC website, accessed 1 Dec 2009) 

• ‘The Crystal Mark is now firmly established as a guarantee that a 
document has been written and designed as clearly as possible.’ 
(PEC website, accessed 7 Jan 2014) 

• ‘Nearly 1500 organisations know that only our Crystal Mark will be 
accepted by the public as a guarantee of a document’s clarity.’  
(PEC website, accessed 7 Jan 2014) 

The Encarta World English Dictionary (Bloomsbury, 1999) defines a 

‘guarantee’ as ‘something that assures a particular outcome’ and ‘a 

document setting out a promise of quality made by... the provider of a 

service’. PEC, which used to boast they employed ‘lexicographers’, would 

have known what the word meant and how valuable it would sound to 

potential customers. 
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For PEC to describe a paid-for logo like the Crystal Mark as a guarantee 

of clarity was uniquely bold, certainly the most boastful claim in the 

history of the plain-language field. PEC offered it as a statement of fact, 

not a mere sales puff. It was meant to attract business and to stake out 

plain language as PEC’s home turf. PEC also tried to trademark the 

phrase ‘plain English’ as their own property, but we objected and the 

attempt failed.  

The guarantee claim was a cornerstone of PEC’s advertising for the 

Crystal Mark scheme, which began around 1990. Partly on the back of 

it, PEC made a huge amount of money – their published accounts 

suggest as much as £5million – from companies, councils and 

government bodies. PEC must have thought the claim was successful for 

them because they used it for 20 years. 

Not only did plenty of customers – we cannot be sure how many – 

appear to take the claim at face value, they also believed PEC’s even 

more astonishing claim that they’d tested with the public every document 

to which they’d given the Crystal Mark, which thus ensured all of them 

really were clear. Their testing claim was the main thing that seemed to 

back the guarantee. Again, PEC offered this claim as a statement of fact, 

not a puff. PEC said documents had to be:  

‘tested on the public to make sure they can be read, understood and 
acted upon from a single reading (our Crystal Mark standard)’ (Press 

release, 26 Jan 2000) 

In 1998, PEC’s website explicitly declared their ‘honesty’ about testing, 

stating:  

‘If you are offered the services of another organisation, ask the 
following questions. [...] Do you test the documents you edit on a 
sample of the intended audience? [...] Plain English Campaign can 
honestly answer ‘yes’...’.  

Yet one former PEC employee who worked for PEC in the 1990s told us: 

‘Testing with the public at large certainly did not happen, nor were 
any independent consumer-testing organizations involved. Testing 
was simply not part of PEC’s process for the Crystal Mark or anything 
else.’  

And PEC’s former Head of Editing, Katherine Ardern, said recently: 

‘I worked at Plain English Campaign for 25 years in editorial roles. I 
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saw thousands of documents going through the editing process to 
gain Crystal Marks. In all that time, I did not see or hear of any 
legitimate consumer testing being carried out on documents before 
they were crystal marked. Had it happened, I feel sure I would have 
known. It would not have been a secret – far from it. Apart from 
anything else, we’d have been glad to use the results to improve the 
documents.’  

So if PEC weren’t doing the authentic consumer testing they boasted 

about, their Crystal Mark guarantee was a sham and they were engaging 

in false advertising. (There’s more on testing later in this article.) 

We first exposed the Crystal Mark guarantee as a false claim in an 

edition of this article in 2007. The truth of that article, which stood on 

our website for 14 years, was never challenged – let alone refuted – by 

PEC. Yet for a long time nothing could be done to stop PEC’s website 

making this claim because websites weren’t covered by the Advertising 
Standards Authority (ASA), the UK’s regulator. Then, in 2011 the ASA 

– which requires advertising to be ‘legal, decent, honest, and truthful’ – 

acquired new powers to examine websites. These enabled it to require 

PEC to produce evidence that their guarantee was an honest and 

truthful statement, to begin an investigation into PEC’s claims, and if 

necessary to force PEC to take down any false advertising. The ASA 

contacted PEC for evidence in 2014. 

You’d have thought that PEC – who’d often accused others of lies, 

obscurity and false claims – would have sent the ASA a truck-load of 

evidence, including testimonials from grateful customers and results 

from all the testing they claimed to have done on every one of the 14,000 

documents that carried the Crystal Mark at that time. Surely PEC must 

have had something really solid with which to back their guarantee? It 

was a gilded opportunity for PEC to prove to the regulator and the 

world that their scheme was not a colossal sham. 

But PEC knew immediately the game was up. They had nothing they 

wanted to show the ASA as evidence. These ‘world leaders in clear 

communication’ – as PEC described themselves on their website in April 

2021 – had promoted their testing-backed clarity guarantee for 20 years, 

but it had all been baloney. Fearing that a full ASA investigation would 

find their claims to be neither honest nor truthful – which would lead to 

damaging publicity – PEC chose to grovel. They caved in instantly, 

without even the semblance of a fight.  
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The ASA extracted an assurance from PEC that they’d erase the 

guarantee claim from their literature and website (ASA letter to the 

author, 19 Feb 2014; extract shown above). After two decades, PEC’s 

clarity guarantee vanished overnight. PEC also dropped their 

remarkable claim that they’d consumer-tested every crystal-marked 

document.  

Thus ended one of the most shameful episodes ever to involve an 

organization in the plain-language field. This is the field, remember, that 

is dedicated to clarity in public information and, in PEC’s case, 

dedicated to honesty too – PEC run a scheme in which they allow 

documents they declare to be clear and honest to display an Honesty 

Mark logo (see article 1). 

PEC’s testing-backed clarity guarantee had been false from the very 

start, as they must surely have known. But after 2006 they could never 

have been in any doubt, because this was when the National Audit Office 

showed that several crystal-marked leaflets were unclear to readers, 

contrary to the PEC guarantee and the so-called ‘Crystal Mark standard’. 

If clarity really was guaranteed, how could this have happened?  

With apologies for the punishing detail, the rest of this article 
provides the facts. It also examines the truthfulness of that other 
grandiose selling point of the Crystal Mark scheme: that PEC 
consumer-tested every crystal-marked document. 

 

Parliament’s spending watchdog reveals the truth 
about PEC’s clarity guarantee 

In 2006, the National Audit Office (NAO), the UK Parliament’s 

watchdog on government spending, found that leaflets from the 
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Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) were often too difficult for 

the target readership[1]. These leaflets included several that carried the 

Crystal Mark.  

As we’ve seen, for two decades PEC claimed their Crystal Mark logo was 

‘widely recognised as a guarantee’ of clarity[2]. They also claimed to pre-

test on the public all the documents to which they gave the Crystal 

Mark[3], though they omitted this claim when describing their working 

methods to the NAO[4]. Yet independent public testing commissioned by 

the NAO revealed major shortcomings in the clarity of crystal-marked 

documents[5].  

The NAO examined some of the nearly 180 leaflets being issued by the 

DWP – the UK’s biggest-spending department. The press seized on the 

fact that the NAO had deemed a sample of the leaflets too complex for 

typical readers, who it said were those on low incomes and vulnerable 

for other reasons such as poor literacy.  

But what the press failed to say – because it was buried so deep in the 

NAO report that we had to unearth it via requests under freedom-of-

information law – was that 5 of the sample of 13 leaflets described as 

‘too complex’ were badged with the Crystal Mark. 

 

Crystal-marked leaflets dismissed as 
‘gobbledygook’ 

Several leaflets bearing the Crystal Mark logo were among those savaged 

as ‘gobbledygook’ by the chairman of the House of Commons Public 

Accounts Committee after the NAO report branded them hard to read. 

Edward Leigh MP, chairman of the committee, said: 

‘This report reveals that gobbledygook is plaguing government 
communications. People may be missing out on things for which they 
are eligible.’[6] 

To test whether DWP leaflets were clear for their intended readers, 

independent researchers working for the NAO used carefully structured 

interviews to ask benefit claimants simple questions, such as ‘How do 

you go about claiming jobseeker’s allowance?’. So this was a genuine 

form of consumer testing. Thirteen core leaflets tested – including 5 that 

carried the Crystal Mark – ‘required higher than average reading skills to 

fully understand the information’, according to the NAO. 
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The NAO voiced astonishment that ‘long leaflets did not have contents 

pages or indexes’ – one ran to more than 60 pages. In a crushing finding, 

the NAO report says:  

‘Our test revealed that all 13 leaflets required a reading age higher 
than the national average and that eight required a reading age of at 
least 16, or equivalent to five years of secondary schooling.’ 

In answer to our freedom-of-information request, the DWP revealed it 

had paid PEC £124,235 from 2003 to 2006, mainly for putting about 80 

of its 178 leaflets through the Crystal Mark scheme.  

Apparently convinced by PEC’s guarantee, the DWP believed that its 

leaflets – after editing by PEC – would be appropriate even for semi-

literate readers. PEC claimed in the Mail on Sunday on 3 March 2002 

that the national average reading age of UK adults was 9.5 years 

(equivalent to only about fourth grade – 4 years of schooling – in the 

US). And the NAO said in 2007:  

‘…some, including the Plain English Campaign, suggest it [the 
average reading age in the UK] is as low as [that of] an educated 10 
year old.’  (NAO letter to the author, 17 Jan 2007) 

Yet this level of reading skill comes close to the definition of functional 
illiteracy, as spelt out in (for example) an article in Literacy Today no. 38 

(March 2004) by Dr T Mackay and Frank Cowling. (Mackay was 

consultant to the West Dunbartonshire Literacy Initiative in schools and 

Cowling worked on adult literacy in prisons, so they know their stuff.)  

We asked PEC for evidence of their Mail on Sunday assertion (fax and 

letter, 27 Mar 2002). They failed to respond. 

PEC’s claim, of course, would mean that the average adult British person 

was functionally illiterate – astonishing, given that most people undergo 

at least 11 years of formal education. And by the definition of ‘average’, it 

would mean that half the adult population were below the level of 

functional literacy. PEC have never publicly substantiated these claims 

of mass illiteracy.  

But the DWP fell for their rubbish in a big way. Perhaps it imagined that 

PEC were a bunch of experts who would edit their leaflets to a standard 

suitable for the supposedly illiterate average member of the public? 

Perhaps they never picked up the phone to the Department for 

Education and Skills for a second opinion? So entranced was the DWP 
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that in 2007 its top civil servant, Leigh Lewis, promised a House of 

Commons committee that he’d get all his department’s leaflets crystal-

marked – which could easily have cost somewhere north of £150,000.  

PEC’s Tony Maher reiterated their low opinion of British adults’ reading 

skills in a fax to the NAO on 26 Sept 2005:  

‘...it is frightening to realise that the average reading age in the UK is 
9.5 to 10 years of age.’  

To compute this ‘frightening’ figure, Maher included 13% of adults who, 

he said, were ‘totally illiterate’ and another 6% who had ‘severe 

difficulties’. But since these groups would gain no benefit from trying  to 

read conventional DWP leaflets as they lack almost all the necessary 

skills, what would be the point of trying to write them at that level? The 

limited-content, EasyRead style of semi-pictorial leaflets might be more 

use.  

Like so many PEC claims, Maher’s frightening figure was baloney. It was 

a complete misreading of the authoritative Skills for Life survey results, 

published by the Department for Education and Skills in 2003, which 

showed that 83% of adults had level 1 or level 2 literacy at that time. 

Level 1 equates roughly to a reading age of 13–14 years, and level 2 to 

15–16 years (GCSE grades A*–C; equivalent now to grades 9–4). 

The NAO itself regarded an average adult as having ‘level 1’ literacy, 

based on Skills for Life. If people with very weak reading skills are 

discounted, then the national average reading age might well be 13–14 

years. Not high, but well above PEC’s fabled average reading age of 9. 

Many experts regard ‘reading age’ as a problematic measure when 

applied to adults. Even so, PEC’s view of the average person’s reading 

ability was just plain wrong, by a huge margin.  

PEC’s editing work and self-publicity have been based on this false 

premise since 1990. But given the national commitment to social 

inclusion and protecting the vulnerable, any service like PEC’s that 

could ‘guarantee’ to turn civil-service prose into text fit for illiterate 

people was always likely to attract credulous customers who had targets 

to meet, big money to spend, and little knowledge about literacy. And 

the more PEC talked down the average literacy level, the more they 

persuaded potential customers to think they needed PEC’s products and 

services.
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Crystal-marked leaflets ‘certainly too difficult for 
average reader’, say NAO’s researchers  

Based on desk-based readability testing, the NAO found that 4 of the 

DWP’s 5 crystal-marked leaflets used in the research overshot PEC’s 

own yardstick of a 9.5-year reading age by as much as 6.5–7.5 reading-

age years. Despite this extraordinary failure – which the DWP didn’t 

notice for several years until the NAO report came out – the DWP kept 

paying PEC large sums of money. (It should be said that even the NAO 

didn’t realize that it was crystal-marked leaflets that were so poor – we had 

to dig deep into the data to discover this.) 

The NAO’s researchers didn’t just rely on desk-based readability testing, 

which is at best a rough measure. They tested the leaflets in face-to-face 

interviews, a much better method. And they tested them not with 

illiterate or semi-literate people but with people who could, apparently, 

read. This direct testing with a representative sample of typical users 

revealed serious shortcomings in all the crystal-marked leaflets. Two of 

the 5 attracted such derisive comments from researchers and users as 

‘almost incomprehensible’ and ‘hugely complicated’. 

The NAO published all its questions and methods in a report in 

February 2006:  

‘We commissioned NOP World [a large research firm] to undertake 28 
in-depth interviews with customers from the Department’s four main 
client groups – seven respondents from each of: working age; 
pensioners; families with children; and disabled people in work. 
Respondents were selected to cover a range of social backgrounds and 
age groups…Each interview involved discussion around three core 
leaflets specific to the particular client group. To test the accessibility 
of information within leaflets, respondents were given a scenario and 
asked to provide solutions based on the information in the leaflets.’  

Of the 13 core leaflets criticized as unclear, 5 carried the Crystal Mark. 

Most of these 5 fared badly in the face-to-face interviews and the desk-

based readability testing. The NOP World report said: 

‘Particular comprehension problems were associated with the 
following leaflets’  

and went on to list 5 of the leaflets, including ‘Inheritance of SERPS 

pension’ (known as SERPSL1), which carried the Crystal Mark. The 
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DWP’s customers regarded this crystal-marked leaflet as having ‘the 

worst standard of layout and design’, according to NOP World. PEC’s 

criteria for the Crystal Mark include good layout and design.  

Most of the DWP’s leaflets on child support fared best. None of these 

had the Crystal Mark. On the whole, leaflets that didn’t have the Crystal 

Mark fared at least as well as those that did. 

Four of the 5 crystal-marked leaflets were among those described by 

NOP World as:  

‘certainly too difficult for the average reader in the target audiences. 
This finding was amply demonstrated by the difficulty experienced by 
participants in completing the (simple) tasks set’. 

The interviews with DWP customers revealed just how difficult several 

of the crystal-marked leaflets were. NOP World said:  

‘The tasks were agreed in consultation with NAO, and were designed 
to cover the types of query users of the leaflets might have in reality. 
The interviewer read out the task to respondents, and also gave them a 
printed version of the question. Respondents could take as much time 
as they wanted to try and complete the task, and were not given any 
help. It should be stressed that the tasks were deliberately 
straightforward, and reflected one of the main information purposes 
of the leaflet under discussion.’ 

Shockingly, most of the 7 interviewees were unable to work out from 

crystal-marked leaflet JPS1 – which was about Jobseeker’s Allowance 

(JSA) – how they should claim the benefit. They just gave up trying, said 

the researchers:  

‘At this point most said that they would visit the Jobcentre instead to 
find the answer to the task.’  

The researchers said:  

‘Having reviewed the Contents, these participants finally suggested 
the following (incorrect) numbers as a means of contact for claiming 
JSA [a list of numbers is given]… Some respondents did find page 42 
(the correct page) through browsing, but were disappointed to see 
that there appeared to be no telephone number – just the sentence 
“This is an 0845 number”. All missed the advice – which does not 
appear for a further two paragraphs, and which is not highlighted in 
any way – to “look in The Phone Book”. To sum up the response to this 
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task, therefore, only one respondent out of seven successfully 
answered the question.’ 

In other words, leaflet JPS1 completely failed in its primary purpose of 

explaining to people how they should claim the benefit. 

 

Crystal-marked leaflet ‘daunting...almost 
incomprehensible’ 

If anything, NOP World’s report was even more damning about the 

crystal-marked leaflet ‘Inheritance of SERPS pension’ (SERPSL1): 

• ‘Even before the leaflet had been opened and studied, respondents 
immediately considered it daunting.’ 

• ‘These first impressions were immediately confirmed when 
respondents opened the leaflet and glanced at the first few pages. In 
fact, some respondents had to be (gently) encouraged to continue 
looking at the publication within the research context. They were 
ready to give up at this point. “The first page is too difficult to 
understand. I don’t know what it means. It’s hugely complicated.” 
(Pensioner).’ 

• ‘The idea of adopting a Question and Answer format was liked, but 
this positive aspect was overshadowed by what many thought was 
almost incomprehensible text. “You’d need a solicitor, or someone 
expert, to translate all this.” (Pensioner). …The negative terms used 
for the tone of the leaflet reflected the difficulty respondents had 
experienced with the text: complicated; not in simple language; [it’s] 
for someone who’s highly qualified.’ 

When it came to answering two simple questions based on the leaflet, 6 

of the 7 customers failed almost completely, though 2 succeeded on one 

question – ‘by guesswork’, the NOP World report said. 

 

More muddle in a crystal-marked  
Pension Credit leaflet 

The crystal-marked leaflet called ‘Pension Credit. Pick it up. It’s yours’ 

(PC1L) fared a bit better than the other 4 that bore the logo. But faced 
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with a chart apparently deemed ‘crystal clear’ by PEC, only one of the 7 

people interviewed could successfully answer the simple question set by 

researchers:  

‘If a single person aged 65 or over has a weekly income of £125, and 
savings of £10,000, would they be likely to qualify for Pension Credit?’  

The only successful respondent was a retired accountant. On the tone of 

the leaflet, users described it in such negative terms as ‘patronising’, 

‘complicated’ and ‘not in everyday language’.   

 

Users couldn’t understand the heading in a 
crystal-marked leaflet 

When it came to leaflet DS4JP, ‘Access to Work’, which gives information 

for disabled people, many of the 7 interviewees said the back cover, with 

its white text on a yellow background, was difficult to read for people 

with disabilities, although PEC’s crystal mark criteria specifically refer to 

the need for good layout and typography.  

Three people could not find the answer to the researchers’ simple 

question: ‘What can Access to Work pay for?’ because they thought the 

relevant headings unclear. Even the title of the leaflet wasn’t immediately 

understood and there was no contents page. 

 

Crystal-marked leaflets damned by PEC’s own 
criterion 

Around 2005, PEC’s website listed all the checks their editors supposedly 

made as part of the crystal-mark process, before concluding:  

‘The only measure of a document’s clarity is whether a document can 
be read, understood and acted upon on a single reading. In other 
words, either a document is crystal clear, or it isn’t.’ 

And based on what the NAO found, the DWP’s crystal-marked 

documents were a long way from being crystal clear. 
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What do these poor results say about PEC’s 
universal consumer-testing regime? 

A central claim in PEC’s marketing of the Crystal Mark (until about 

2014) was that they did consumer testing on every crystal-marked leaflet 

before it would be allowed to carry the logo. So how come PEC’s testing 

didn’t pick up the flaws in these DWP leaflets?  

No-one can know for sure because PEC don’t say publicly how they test 

anything, don’t seem to publish their test results, and don’t seem to 

routinely share test results with customers. It’s a great mystery why PEC 

have never verified such an important marketing claim as universal pre-

testing (and why PEC suddenly dropped it around 2014).  

It raises questions about whether PEC really did any kind of proper 

consumer testing or whether, like PEC’s clarity guarantee, it was all 

baloney designed to attract credulous customers. We challenged PEC 

about their testing claims by letter in March 2014, but we could not 

force them to respond and they remained silent. 

As we’ve shown earlier, two of PEC’s ex-employees have said they didn’t 

see any evidence of the huge programme of genuine testing that would 

have been needed to justify PEC’s bold claims. 

If the testing claims really were baloney, it would mean that PEC got away 

with telling a lie for more than 20 years. Some people, especially PEC’s 

cheerleaders in the news media, will find that unthinkable. 

 

What does PEC say about their consumer-testing 
of the DWP’s crystal-marked documents?  

PEC’s website (March 2007) clearly implied that PEC consumer-tested 

all documents submitted for the Crystal Mark:  

‘We do test documents on a panel of the general public or lawyers to 
confirm the document’s clarity and legal precision.’  

That emphatic ‘do’ is revealing: PEC’s claim about testing was such a key 

part of their advertising pitch. The website went on to spell out that 

editing fees might be payable and that once a document ‘reaches the 

standard’, ‘you can use the Crystal Mark for a one-off fee of £500. This 
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includes…any testing that needs to be carried out’ (our emphasis). And 

the website declared:  

‘There is no substitute for testing a document on real people.’ 

Yet under questioning from the NAO about their methods in 2005 

regarding the DWP leaflets, PEC sang a different tune. A named senior 

PEC employee simply said, in writing, that they only desk-edited the 

DWP’s documents. They didn’t mention testing on the public at all. Not 

a single syllable of a single word. Nothing. (PEC response to NAO, 20 

January 2005) 

But then, in a follow-up statement to the NAO just nine months later, on 

26 September 2005, PEC’s Tony Maher (the company’s manager) 

suddenly implied that they did indeed test documents on the public 

before giving the Crystal Mark:  

‘To assess if a document is written in plain English you need to test if 
that document is right for its intended audience. The only way to do 
this is by sitting people down and testing them to see if they have 
understood a particular document or advert.’  

This certainly implies that PEC used a face-to-face research method that 

genuinely tested understanding among typical users.  

Surely the DWP, like any government department eager to get the best 

possible value from more than £100,000 of public money, must have 

verified PEC’s testing regime by sitting in on the research occasionally 

and carefully reading each of PEC’s consumer-testing reports? It’s what 

any responsible, taxpayer-funded outfit would do. 

We asked the DWP if it had done this. And it came back with the 

startling answer that it had never done any such thing. In fact, the DWP 

said it had never thought any of its leaflets would be pre-tested by PEC 

(letter to the author, 3 July 2007) – strangely contrary to PEC’s claim 

that they always pre-tested every document they crystal-marked.  

From all this confusion, it’s hard to know what, if any, public testing 

PEC applied to the DWP leaflets before dubbing them ‘crystal clear’ and 

giving them their ‘guarantee’ of clarity.  

As we’ve seen, when NOP World did some proper testing through face-

to-face interviews with the public, the crystal-marked leaflets generally 

performed feebly.  
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PEC’s view that public testing was crucial – they said, remember, that 

nothing else would do – was not some mere marketing puff. It was stated 

as what PEC actually did – always. Even after the NAO had shown that 

crystal-marked documents weren’t clear, PEC’s claims about testing 

remained on their website for many more years. 

 

How PEC boasted about their consumer testing 

There’s no shortage of examples of how PEC have bragged about their 

regime of public testing. It became a constant parrot-cry. Here is their 

director, Chrissie Maher, hectoring one of our customers, the Financial 

Services Authority (FSA), about how much better the FSA’s documents 

would be if only the great PEC had edited its documents instead of us, 

applying what she called their ‘notoriously tough Crystal Mark 

standard’:  

• ‘Leaflets for the public need to be tested on the public before they are 
published. This means proper objective testing [our italics] of people’s 
understanding…The work you have done, and particularly your aims, 
are good. But good doesn’t mean perfect, and Plain English Campaign 
can help you improve…Imagine the good publicity you would gain if 
the documents had been brought up to the notoriously tough Crystal 
Mark standard. If they bore the mark that is a true sign of clarity, not 
just a pretty logo. If they weren’t just fairly clear, but crystal clear.’ 
(PEC letter to FSA, 8 June 1999) 

And here’s PEC’s website in 2001:  

• ‘As well as passing 35 technical tests…every document must pass 
our independent testing [our italics] on the public. This means 
actually testing ordinary people’s understanding of a document…’ 

Then there’s this on PEC’s website in December 1999: 

‘Through our testing of Crystal Mark documents, we talk to 
thousands of ordinary people [our italics] every year.’ 

And there’s this from a PEC press release in November 2001:  

• ‘Tewkesbury Borough Council has become the 250th local authority 
to earn Plain English Campaign’s coveted Crystal Mark [...] for its 
Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit claim form. The document 
passed the Campaign’s rigorous testing [our italics] to make sure the 
intended audience could read and act upon it on a single reading.’ 
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And yet more from PEC’s website in 2001: 

• ‘We are terrified by the growing trend for people to claim something 
is in plain English without testing it on the public…we demand that 
organisations test their documents on the public before claiming they 
are in “plain English”.’ 

And even this from PEC’s website on 23 November 1998: 

• ‘If you are offered the services of another organisation, ask the 
following questions. [...] Do you test the documents you edit on a 
sample of the intended audience? [...] Plain English Campaign can 
HONESTLY [our capitals] answer ‘yes’...’ 

So their constant refrain is that only the ever-so-honest PEC do genuine 

testing with the public, as summed up in a press release quoting Chrissie 

Maher in 1999: 

• ‘My message to organisations is crystal clear. If you don’t care about 
customers making informed decisions, then go ahead and ignore 
plain English – but have the guts to say so. Just please don’t say you use 
plain English unless you test your documents on the public [our italics] 
before sending them to the printers.’ 

• ‘We’re sick of organisations using the words “plain English” to pass 
off garbage that they don’t dare to put up against the Crystal Mark 
challenge.’ 

• ‘When you read something that is claimed to be in “plain language” 
or “plain English”, and then can’t understand it, you are left feeling 
humiliated and powerless.’ 

Er, yes – and to whom should the ‘humiliated and powerless’ turn when 

they can’t understand PEC’s crystal-marked leaflets? Did PEC really 

conduct ‘independent testing’, ‘rigorous testing’ and ‘proper objective 

testing’ on the DWP leaflets ‘before sending them to the printers’? After 

all, PEC said they pre-tested everything. 

Everywhere, we’ve found extravagant claims about PEC’s supposedly 

universal testing regime for crystal-marked documents. One of the most 

brazen was in the Financial Adviser magazine (28 Aug 1997) in which 

Maher is being quizzed for the Firing Line column. She is asked:  

‘Why do you think the Plain English Campaign was asked to join the 
government’s review [of pensions]?’  
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Maher answers:  

‘Because of the 18 years’ testing experience the campaign has had... We 
have a tremendous bank of information to offer... We operate a testing 
college, where we have about 200 testers. We give them questions and 
they score the material according to how well they can understand it.’  

So in 1997 PEC had ‘200 testers’, a ‘testing college’ and a ‘tremendous 

bank of information’. Which means that by 2014, when the ASA came 

knocking, PEC must surely have had a vast archive of evidence from 

their testing of about 14,000 crystal-marked documents with the public. 

Yet PEC had nothing to show the regulator.  

On Inside Money, a BBC Radio 4 programme (3 Aug 1996), Maher 

sought to drum up trade under the guise of campaigning, with her sales 

pitch focused on the need to pre-test documents with the public. Calling  

a draft income-tax form ‘a dog’s breakfast’, she said the Inland Revenue 

‘haven’t called in the Plain English Campaign to test it on our 

pensioners’ and:  

‘the income tax is just the pits because they’re not getting it right but 
on a major thing like this they’ve not called in the Plain English 
Campaign’.  

The BBC isn’t supposed to allow this kind of naked advertising, but with 

PEC the corporation has always seemed happy to turn a blind eye (see 

article 2). 

 

Testing the testing story 

All these PEC statements on testing are wonderfully clear but they also 

contradict each other in multiple ways. Thus they cannot all be true. 

Testing a document with the public was, according to PEC, ‘the only 
way’ to assess whether a document was ‘in plain English’. There was ‘no 
substitute for testing’ and it had to be ‘proper objective testing’ too.  

So if nothing else worked, and if PEC’s £500 logo fee – which they 

charged on top of their often sky-high editing fees – ‘includes any 
testing’, then a customer might reasonably think PEC had performed 

some objective testing to a reasonable level of scientific competence. 

Testing that justified a clarity guarantee wouldn’t just mean chatting to a 

few friends in the pub. It might involve convening discussion groups of 
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typical readers; assessing how easily people could use the document to 

find answers to common questions; and conducting structured one-to-

one interviews. It would be laborious and expensive.  

The PEC claim to pre-test crystal-marked documents was a key part of 

the company’s pitch to customers, because it asserted that PEC were 

constantly in touch with grass-roots opinion and the literacy skills of 

poor people and others claiming benefits. The claim gave PEC a 

significant edge over their competitors for many years, and it’s likely to 

have attracted significant business to the company – certainly hundreds 

of thousands of pounds; possibly millions.  

Such large-scale testing would have required oversight by a large team of 

administrative staff and well-qualified researchers beavering away in the 

community, so it couldn’t have stayed hidden. You cannot objectively 

test the public’s understanding of thousands of documents – including  

consumer contracts such as terms and conditions for credit cards and 

bank accounts – without a lot of people knowing it’s going on. Today, 

you’d expect there’d be plenty of former PEC staff or consultants citing 

on their CVs the extensive research they’d done. We’re well connected in 

the field, but we’ve not heard a peep about it from anyone we know. 

PEC’s customers have tended to take it all on trust. In 1999 the Council 

of Mortgage Lenders (CML) paid for its public leaflet ‘The Mortgage 

Code’ to get the Crystal Mark (see front cover, right). It might look like 

the Mortgage Code. It might say it’s the Mortgage Code. But it’s not, in 

fact, the Mortgage Code. It’s just a four-page summary of the code’s 

main points. Wouldn’t even the crudest consumer testing have found 

that the title might be misleading? The text on the front cover says, ‘This 

leaflet is designed to introduce the mortgage code to you’, which – in the 

context provided by the title – would suggest this really is the code. Only 

the leaflet’s final page drops a hint that the real Mortgage Code is a 

different document. 

When we asked the CML why the leaflet used a word like 

‘intermediaries’ without explaining it, and why the leaflet was called 

‘The Mortgage Code’ when it wasn’t, in fact, the Mortgage Code at all, 

the CML’s spokesperson Sue Anderson said everything was OK because 

PEC had tested it on the public first. Asked whether she’d been present 

during the testing or whether she’d seen the testing results, she 

remarked:  
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‘No – but one assumes they [PEC] use a good research methodology. 
One has to take this kind of thing on trust.’ (Notes of conversation, 28 

April 1999)  

Yes, indeed. And just why did so many organizations like the CML put 

their trust in PEC’s claims to guarantee the clarity of the documents 

they crystal-marked and to consumer-test every document they crystal-

marked? The answer is simple: they were all in thrall to groupthink, PEC 

talked a wonderful game on integrity and honesty, and it was so much 

easier to believe PEC’s baloney than to ask questions.  

PEC also had the mass media eating out of their hands, giving them 

widespread credibility. This was the pay-off  that came from hiring such 

journalistic luminaries as John Humphrys, Martyn Lewis, Matthew 

Parris, Fiona Bruce and Mary Nightingale to present their annual 

awards – see article 2. 

It’s impossible for us to prove a negative but, given PEC’s false claims 

regarding their clarity guarantee and their other difficulties with 

truthfulness (see article 1), we think it’s unlikely that such a large-scale 

consumer-testing programme ever happened.  

PEC have so far ignored our requests to produce evidence of their 

testing regime, which they could easily do without breaking commercial 

confidentiality by using anonymized data. One day, they may surprise us 

by providing some, and we look forward to that happy event. 

 

What former staff say about PEC’s testing claims 

PEC’s ex-employees are often too afraid to speak out. But one told us 

that PEC’s claims on consumer testing were dubious, saying: 

‘I was a full-time employee at PEC for several years in the 1990s, 
working in the editorial team. I edited numerous documents that were 
awarded the Crystal Mark, including many for high-profile 
customers. The mark was a ‘given’ as long as the client paid us to edit – 
not ‘test’ – the document and then also paid us £500 for the actual 
mark. No-one was employed to do any so-called testing. Testing with 
the public at large certainly did not happen, nor were any independent 
consumer-testing organisations involved. Testing was simply not part 
of PEC’s process for the Crystal Mark or anything else.’  
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And Katherine Ardern, PEC’s Head of Editing from 1999–2019, also 

debunked PEC’s testing claims, saying: 

‘I worked at Plain English Campaign for 25 years in editorial roles. I 
saw thousands of documents going through the editing process to 
gain Crystal Marks. In all that time, I did not see or hear of any 
legitimate consumer testing being carried out on documents before 
they were crystal marked. Had it happened, I feel sure I would have 
known. It would not have been a secret – far from it. Apart from 
anything else, we’d have been glad to use the results to improve the 
documents.  

‘Clients would pay for the editing of their documents and 
subsequently the Crystal Mark, although in later years the Crystal 
Mark was included in the editing fee. These documents were never 
tested properly on anyone. Only after PEC’s assertion of testing was 
questioned by Martin Cutts did PEC carry out a make-believe form of 
retrospective testing on documents that had already been given the 
Crystal Mark, to provide the illusion that they had been tested on the 
public. Chrissie Maher (PEC’s owner) went into a massive panic and 
tried to cover up the fact no document had ever been tested.  

‘As far as I know, Plain English Campaign did not conduct (or pay 
outside agencies to conduct) meaningful consumer testing of 
documents on the intended audience before giving the Crystal Mark.’ 

In March 2007, we tried to find out what PEC’s senior staff were telling 

their customers about their universal consumer-testing regime, apart 

from what was on the PEC website. Posing as a potential customer for 

the Crystal Mark, we asked Tony Maher, PEC’s manager, to elaborate on 

the testing regime. He said:  

‘We’ll test your document with a panel of people and let you know 
exactly what we think.’  

What if we want our document crystal-marked in a hurry, we asked. 

Maher said: 

‘If someone wants something in two to three days, we’ll just edit it and 
get it over to them.’ 

But will there still be consumer-testing? Maher answered:  

‘Yes. We hold a database of 10,000 different reports written – the full 
testing reports.’  
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Which all makes it so odd that when the ASA asked for evidence of 

PEC’s testing-backed clarity guarantee, PEC had nothing to offer. 

If there was nothing backing PEC’s solemn clarity guarantee and if PEC 

didn’t do the proper consumer testing they said they did, then their senior 

managers were complicit in a multi-million-pound sham based on false 

advertising. Much of the money came ultimately from taxpayers’ pockets 

because hundreds of public bodies paid to get the Crystal Mark on their 

documents. 

 

At last, some of the lunacy stops 

Early in 2007, the press published a recommendation by the Public 

Accounts Committee, responding to the NAO report, that the DWP’s 

leaflets should all get the Crystal Mark[7]. This was so bizarre, in the light 

of the NAO’s findings, that we did everything we could to stop the 

Public Accounts Committee following it through. Soon afterwards, the 

idea was quietly dropped and the DWP gradually moved away from 

blind acceptance of the Crystal Mark as a panacea. 

In 2008, the DWP scrapped a commitment by its top civil servant Leigh 

Lewis to get all his department’s leaflets crystal-marked. Instead, the 

DWP contracted us to clarity-edit some of its most important public-

facing leaflets. With some difficulty, we sought to steer the DWP away 

from PEC’s idea that it should be writing at a level suitable for 

functionally illiterate people. We held the contract for several years until 

the DWP took the work in-house.  
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How to get edition 2 of this article 

In edition 2 (2007), we examined the nature of schemes that accredit the 

clarity of documents, like our own Clear English Standard scheme and 

the Crystal Mark. We discussed some of the difficulties they face. We also 

reflected on the benefits of pre-testing documents on the public, though 

we said it’s normally only feasible when time and cost are not critical. To 

get a copy, contact us at mail@clearest.co.uk. 
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Many people have found themselves at the sharp end of aggressive and 
self-righteous criticism from Plain English Campaign Ltd (PEC) over 
the years.  

So it’s only fair that this article should examine some of the stuff that 
PEC people themselves have said in print or when appearing on radio 
and TV.  

It considers the evidence that lies behind their much-repeated sob 
stories and shroud-waving, which have guilt-tripped the mainstream 
media – especially the BBC – into giving them so much brand-
building free publicity.  

PEC have made extraordinary claims that any other company in the 
public eye would have been compelled to support with proof. They’ve 
said that obscure language has led to the deaths of hundreds of young 
people who supposedly couldn’t read warnings on spray cans; that 
more than half our country’s adult population are illiterate; that 
schoolteachers have died of poverty and cold because they couldn’t 
understand heating-allowance forms supposedly riddled with Latin 
and French; and that low literacy is worse than being, as PEC put it, 
‘deaf, dumb, blind and handicapped’.  

To our knowledge, not a single journalist has ever challenged these tall 
tales in print or on air. The stories have formed part of a pattern of 
distortion and misinformation about literacy and language that PEC 
have spread worldwide for three decades. 
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Chasing the mighty dollar in the US –  but only to 
give it all away for research, honest! 

In 1995, Chrissie Maher (PEC’s owner) made a big fuss about setting up 

an office in the United States, choosing Miami, Florida. Her homespun 

analysis of the American psyche led her to tell Granada Reports, a TV 

show in the northwest of England:  

‘In Miami the dollar is their thing. So if you say to them, “I can save 
you money, I can make you money”, they’ll all come flocking round 
coz that’s what’s in their hearts and minds, that’s the love of their life.’  

But Maher implied that her own motives for opening a base in the US 

were far more altruistic than those of money-mad Floridians:  

‘And I can take my little bag of gold and run across to Manchester and 
give it out to the Equal Opportunities Commission or whatever and 
get them to do research to prove again that the information they’re 
giving people in Miami is wrong. So in a way you just have to keep 
putting it in and shoving it out all the time.’ 
(Tellex Monitors, August 1995) 

This statement is hard to fathom (come in, Bletchley Park). But 

whatever Maher meant, Granada’s alert presenter Lucy Meacock 

recognized it immediately as baloney, closing the item with the caustic 

comment:  

‘They’ve managed to confuse me; I must be really silly.’  

Of course, Meacock refrained from saying, ‘What a heap of garbage that 

was.’ After all, it was meant to be an upbeat story about a plucky local 

person taking on the big bad world. 

Perhaps the kindest interpretation of Maher’s words is that she was 

public-spiritedly planning to donate the money she earned in the US to 

fund research by the UK’s Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC – 

now the Equalities and Human Rights Commission) into ways of 

clarifying US documents. This sounded so implausible it just had to be 

true – surely no-one would have the chutzpah to make up such a 

bonkers story and put it out on TV?  

But the EOC quickly denied the whole thing. Its chairwoman, Kamlesh 

Bahl, wrote:  

‘May I confirm that we have no connection whatsoever with the Plain 
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English Campaign, nor do we accept money from anyone to undertake 
research in foreign countries. However, we have spoken to Mrs Maher 
in order to clarify the meaning of the reference. According to Mrs 
Maher, when she cited the [Equal Opportunities] Commission she 
was actually thinking of another body whose name she was not 
entirely sure of, hence the tentative phrase “and give it to the Equal 
Opportunities Commission or whatever...”. The reference to us was, 
therefore, erroneous.’ (EOC letter, 5 December 1995, ref P16921)  

In other words, Maher was making it all up. What ‘other body’ was she 

thinking of? There wasn’t one. It was a colossal fib. 

Maher’s statement showed how keen she was to persuade people that 

PEC weren’t in it for the money. This has been a common strand in her 

remarks elsewhere, for example:  

‘When you spend as much time as I do making sure the campaign can 
support itself and stay independent, it’s very satisfying to do 
something like this. It won’t make us any money.’ 

‘Even though we wouldn’t be out to make a penny, we didn’t want 
people thinking we were selling anything but plain English.’  
(PEC newsletter, issue 41, July 1999)  

This was misleading – PEC were perfectly entitled to make a profit from 

their business, and often did so; and Maher was entitled to pay herself 

handsomely, and often did so, pocketing £344,000 in one year (about 25 

times what she’d typically pay a member of her staff around that time). 

But perhaps the reason PEC weren’t so keen on people realizing they 

were running a profit-making business was that they often described 

themselves as a pressure group. On BBC Radio 4’s Word of Mouth, for 

example, the presenter’s first question to a PEC spokesman was ‘What is 

the Plain English Campaign?’ and he stoutly replied:  

‘We are a pressure group.’ (5 Dec 2004) 

No ifs, no buts. The under-researched presenter failed to challenge this 

claim, leaving most listeners to imagine that, yes, PEC’s main function  

was to act as a public-spirited campaign. 

PEC put a king’s ransom into their Florida venture, but far from 

Americans ‘flocking round’, they largely ignored it. Within a few years 

PEC had pulled out of a US market that had always been well served by 

capable home-grown plain-language practitioners. Granada Reports was 

not called upon to film the inglorious retreat. 
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Shroud-waving and sob stories: did 340 people 
really die because they couldn’t understand 
warnings on deodorants? 

Everyone agrees that labels and warnings on medicines and other 

products should be clear. PEC, though, have said that the warnings on 

deodorant aerosols are so hard to read they’ve killed hundreds of 

people.  

That’s what Chrissie Maher claimed during a national radio interview in 

1994 (Woman’s Hour, BBC Radio 4) when she said:  

‘Seventeen young people on an average over the last 20 years have died 
because they had not quite understood the words ‘avoid inhalation’ in 
underarm deodorants... That sort of thing should never happen. 
That’s the sort of thing you stand up and say enough is enough.’ 

Well, of course – that would be pretty shocking, if it were true. Maher 

was asserting that 340 youngsters had died between 1973 and 1993 

because they hadn’t understood ‘avoid inhalation’ on deodorant aerosol 

cans. Her statement about this terrible catalogue of deaths went 

unchallenged by the interviewer, who blithely continued as if nothing of 

note had been said. But was this astounding claim true? 

Not according to the people who might know, namely the British 

Aerosol Manufacturers’ Association (BAMA), who said later:  

‘With regard to the statement “Seventeen young people on an average 
over the last 20 years have died because they had not quite understood 
the words ‘avoid inhalation’ in underarm deodorants”, we are not 
aware of any deaths [our italics] caused by inhaling the spray from a 
deodorant under normal use. In fact “avoid inhalation” is not a label 
associated with personal care products whose ingredients pose no 
risk to health by nature of their end use.’ (BAMA: letter to the author) 

So the BAMA is saying that ‘avoid inhalation’ didn’t routinely appear on 

deodorant cans at that time. The BAMA went on to state categorically:  

‘We are not aware of deaths where a product has not been deliberately 
abused’.  

Of course, some deaths have occurred through deliberate misuse. Four 

years after the programme, The Times, quoting figures from St George’s 
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Hospital Medical School, London, spoke of 131 deaths from 1971–98 

where anti-perspirant and deodorant sprays had apparently been 

deliberately inhaled (29 Oct 1998). The BAMA said:  

‘At no stage has there been a suggestion that a child who died could 
not read the warning.’  

In 1998, despite repeated parental admonitions, a 16-year-old boy from 

Oldham, Greater Manchester, who was obsessed with personal 

freshness, sprayed himself from head to toe with deodorant daily for 

more than a month and died from butane and propane poisoning, as 

reported in the Daily Telegraph on 29 October 1998. Researchers were 

puzzled and surprised by his death. Jennifer Taylor, research manager at 

St George’s, was quoted in the paper as saying:  

‘Between 1971 and 1996, we do not know of a single case of someone 

who has died [our italics] as the result of the normal use of a 
deodorant or anti-perspirant.’  

A spokesman for the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents told 

the paper:  

‘This particular problem is not something I have heard of before.’ 

All these date ranges cover the period about which Maher was speaking 

on Woman’s Hour. So it’s clear she was being untruthful. First, her 

figures on deaths associated with deodorants were wildly wrong. 

Second, her suggestion that 340 young people had died because they’d 

misunderstood warning notices had no basis in fact – there was no 

comprehension research that showed this. Third, by far the main cause 

of those deaths that did occur was the deliberate misuse of aerosols for 

kicks. 

Arguably, warnings on aerosols should be more prominent, and 

‘inhalation’ – whether or not it routinely appeared on deodorants at that 

time – is not an easy word. Some deodorant sprays at the time (like Lynx 

Apollo) said ‘Solvent abuse can kill instantly’, and this style of language 

is clear to all. (The Times, 29 Oct 1998) 

But this was not Maher’s point. Without any evidence, she was claiming 

that unclear wording on deodorant cans had killed hundreds of young 

people. They had read a warning, failed to understand it, sprayed the 

product on themselves, and died. This was utterly wrong. It was shroud-
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waving for publicity. Her usual tendency to exaggerate had been 

replaced by her much more dangerous propensity to lie. 

 

Wrong facts, wrong figures, wrongheaded  

PEC seem to get even the simplest facts and figures wrong. It happens so 

often, it can’t be accidental. Here are three short examples. 

1. In 1991, PEC tried a folksy local angle to gain publicity in the weekly 

paper for their area, the Buxton Advertiser (16 Oct 1991). The paper 

quoted Maher as saying that PEC had ‘started in Whaley Bridge’ and that 

she was ‘dead proud’ that ‘plain English was born and bred in 

Derbyshire’. This was untruthful in all respects: PEC had started in 

Salford and Manchester in 1979; neither of the co-founders was born or 

grew up in Derbyshire; and PEC didn’t move to Derbyshire until 1984. 

On being alerted, the paper printed a correction. 

2. Speaking in 1995 on BBC Radio 5’s Breakfast Show about legal 

documents like contracts having unusual language, their spokesman 

George Maher said:  

‘There’s a lot of things that have to be avoided. To be honest, in most 
of the legal drafting 20% or 30% of those words have to be there, 
they’re terms of art and there’s no simple everyday equivalent for 
those words.’  (Tellex Monitors, 26 Feb 1995)  

Maher was misrepresenting published research on the number of 

specialized terms that typically appear in contracts. In Seeing through 

legalese, Professor Joseph Kimble writes:  

‘Even if we take the broad view that any term ever litigated is a term of 
art, they would count for a tiny proportion of most legal documents... 
In one empirical study using a real-estate sales contract, researchers 
found that less than 3% of the words had significant legal meaning 
based on precedent.’ (Kimble, J Seeing through legalese (2017) Carolina 

Academic Press pp17–18, quoting research from 1985)  

So Maher was wrong by a huge margin. Why does this matter? Because 

whatever PEC say about language, supposedly their specialist subject, is 

likely to be wrong and needs to be verified. 

3. Chrissie Maher demonstrated the same difficulty with figures on the 
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Wogan Show (22 Nov 1989), where her gift for hyperbole made the 

interview embarrassing: 

Terry Wogan: ‘People who are reasonably well educated have 
tremendous difficulty filling out forms. How much more [difficult it 
must be] for people who are illiterate, who can’t read or write, and 
there’s many of them in this country.’ 

Maher: ‘Well, there’s 20 million at the last count.’ 

Wogan (incredulous): ‘Twenty million?’ 

Maher (emphatically): ‘Twenty million!’ 

Sharp as ever, Wogan had realized this would mean that way over half 

the UK’s adult population couldn’t read and write – which would 

include a large part of his audience. It would probably give the country a 

lower literacy rate than in the 1840s. It was grade-A baloney. The real 

figure – which can only ever be a rough estimate and not a ‘count’ – was 

perhaps three million. Wogan, who couldn’t have been expected to know 

the true position, moved swiftly on. 

 

The biggest PEC factoid of all: that the average 
adult reads like an average nine-year-old 

As on the Wogan Show, PEC have always tried to talk up the extent of 

low literacy in the UK. It’s part of their sales pitch. The more people they 

claim are semi-literate, the more necessary their commercial services 

look.  

On 3 March 2002 the country’s biggest-selling weekend paper, the Mail 

on Sunday, quoted PEC as saying that the national average reading age 

(of adults, presumably) was 9.5 years. This is roughly equivalent to the 

level achieved by an average 9-year-old child, or fourth-grader in the 

US. And the National Audit Office, the UK parliament’s spending 

watchdog, said in 2007:  

‘…some, including the Plain English Campaign, suggest it [the 
average reading age in the UK] is as low as [that of] an educated 10 
year old.’ (NAO letter to the author, 17 Jan 2007) 

Yet these low levels of reading skill are close to the definition of 

functional illiteracy – a standard at which adults can derive little or no 
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benefit from their reading skills in daily life. Could this really be true? 

We asked PEC for evidence of their Mail on Sunday assertion by fax and 

letter on 27 March 2002. They failed to respond.  

But PEC’s spokesman Tony Maher reiterated their low opinion of adult 

reading skills in a fax to the National Audit Office on 26 September 

2005:  

‘...it is frightening to realise that the average reading age in the UK is 
9.5 to 10 years of age.’  

His ‘frightening’ claim, of course, would mean that the average adult 

British person was functionally illiterate – astonishing, given that most 

adults have undergone at least 11 years of formal education. And by the 

definition of ‘average’, it would mean that half the adult population were 

below the level of functional literacy.  

Like so many PEC claims, this one is self-evident baloney. It’s also a 

complete misreading of the authoritative Skills for Life survey results, 

published by the Department for Education and Skills in 2003, which 

showed that 83% of adults had level-1 or level-2 literacy at that time. 

Level 1 equates roughly to a reading age of 13–14 years, and level 2 to 

15–16 years (GCSE grades A*–C; or, in today’s grades, 9–4).  

The next Skills for Life survey in 2011 showed even better results, with 

86% of adults having above level-1 literacy. 

If people with very weak reading skills are discounted, then the national 

average reading age might well be 13–14 years. Not high, but well above 

PEC’s fabled average reading age of 9. 

Much of PEC’s editing work and self-publicity have been based on this 

factoid since 1990. And through their training courses, they’ve spread it 

far and wide so that several government agencies, like the Department 

of Work and Pensions (see article 3), have taken it up as a fact.  

The fake figure has even been repeated as genuine by the most trusted 

statistical source in the country, the Office for National Statistics (ONS). 

In 2021, we learned that the ONS website was saying:  

‘The average reading age in the UK is nine years old and so we should 
write in a way that is easy to understand for all users.’  

– a sentence that is as factually wrong as it is illogical. Who knows where 
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the ONS had picked up this false data? We can only guess whether or not 

it was PEC, as the ONS won’t tell us. The website itself gave no source or 

evidence.  

We told the ONS its statement was false and provided proof. Overnight, 

the statement disappeared. The site had probably displayed it for four 

years as we’ve since found references to it from 2017.  

The ‘average reading age is 9’ figure has even been re-quoted as a fact on 

training courses given by one of the most respected bodies in the health-

literacy field, PIF (the Patient Information Forum). PIF have also used it 

on a poster sent to all its members, who include prominent health 

charities and NHS trusts.  

Speaking about this figure on the BBC’s More or Less fact-checking 

programme on 20 February 2020, Professor Kathy Rastle of London 

university said: ‘The figure doesn’t have a basis in reality’ and ‘Most 

readers in the UK are good readers.’ 

It’s safe to estimate that hundreds of thousands of pounds of public 

money have been spent trying to teach health and other professionals 

how to write at a level suitable for people who can barely read. This is 

not a good use of scarce resources in the NHS or anywhere else. 

Specialised writing styles, such as the ‘EasyRead’ semi-pictorial formats, 

are likely to be of more help. 

Doubtless, PEC’s factoid is still out there, lurking on the web. And 

because so many people – especially journalists – have come to regard 

PEC as a trusted source on language and literacy, it will keep being 

recycled and treated as fact. 

 

‘Teachers died of hypothermia’ because they 
couldn’t fill in a heating-allowance form that 
included ‘Latin and some French’ – appalling 
story, but was it true? 

Repeatedly, Chrissie Maher has claimed that her campaigning 

inspiration was seeing two old ladies die of cold because they couldn’t 

fill in a claim form to get an extra heating allowance from social security. 

She told Sue MacGregor about it during Conversation Piece on BBC 

Radio 4 (6 Dec 1993). And PEC’s website (accessed 14 May 2000) said:  
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‘Our founder director Chrissie Maher took up the battle for crystal-
clear language after seeing two old ladies die because they couldn’t 
understand an application form for housing benefits.’  

The story is one of PEC’s central myths, repeatedly invoked. According 

to Maher, the women died despite her best efforts as a ‘community 

worker’ to help them complete the form. Maher says she had to leave 

them in their cold house one night while she went to care for her 

children, and next day she returned to find them wrapped in tin foil and 

being stretchered into an ambulance, only for them to die later in 

hospital.  

In the story, Maher poses as the saintly, heroic helper, fighting the forces 

of winter, old people’s pride and complicated forms that deliberately 

used technical terms to make it hard to claim benefits. The story has 

gone round the world and been used by respected plain-language 

practitioners in their motivational speeches, most recently at the Access 

For All online conference in 2020. 

The Guardian obligingly trotted out the story on 18 October 1995:  

‘Chrissie Maher is adamant: “Nobody should have to die because of 
words. Nobody.” She tells the story of two old women living in 
Liverpool during the sixties. It had been a bitterly cold winter and she 
had been helping them fill in forms to claim a heating allowance. As it 
was late at night she had to return home to her young family. By the 
next morning both old women were dead of hypothermia. “They died 
because they were too frightened to fill in a form which threatened 
legal action for providing the wrong information,” says Maher.’ 

Maher regularly produces the same tale on radio and in speeches. 

Interviewers and listeners tend to accept it at face value because they’ve 

been led to regard PEC as a trusted source. They can’t imagine that 

someone with a reputation for plain speaking would exaggerate or lie 

about such an upsetting and morbid matter.  

In a letter to the Financial Services Authority, touting for business, 

Maher wrote:  

‘I started Plain English Campaign when I had to stand and watch two 
old ladies (trussed up like turkeys in tin foil) die of hypothermia 
because they couldn’t understand a form to get the extra heating 
allowance they were entitled to.’ (20 April 2000) 
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There have been many variations on this theme. Maher told BBC Radio 

Fivelive:  

‘It [PEC] was rather brought about by me helping two pensioners 
with their extra heating allowance form and only for them to die in 
the middle of it and I think if people die because of words and words 
are a barrier to life then somebody somewhere has got to be brave 
enough and say enough, something’s got to be done.’  
(Tellex Monitors, 8 Dec 1991)  

On 8 January 1996, Anne Diamond and Nick Owen interviewed Maher 

on Good Morning, a breakfast TV show. Diamond prompted her to 

produce her favourite story:  

‘It’s an amazing story how you even thought of the Plain English 
Campaign. You were helping two old ladies fill in forms to help with 
their heating, extra allowance for heating. Tell us what happened.’  

Maher said:  

‘I still, I can still get very tearful about it, but I was actually helping 
them fill in an extra heating allowance form; the mother was about 80-
something and the daughter 60-odd and I have got children of my 
own and of course I got two-thirds of the way through the form which 
was full of “anything herein contained, aforesaid” and so on, even a 
smattering of Latin and some French. Came back in the morning and 
just found the ambulance there taking both of them to hospital in 
Liverpool where they both died, the doctor said of hypothermia, [by] 
which he meant cold – and I came away absolutely distraught 
thinking “no-one should have to die because of words”.’ 

Nick Owen helpfully added:  

‘Because they couldn’t fill in forms.’ (Tellex Monitors, 8 Dec 1996) 

These two highly experienced presenters didn’t challenge a tale they 

seemed desperate to believe, especially as they’d primed Maher to tell it. 

They might have asked:  

Why didn’t you call for medical help if they were so cold? Where were 
their blankets and bedding, and couldn’t you have called for more? 
Was there food in the house and did you cook them something hot? 
Was the heating cut off? Surely there must have been an inquest when 
two people die in such circumstances – what did the coroner find? Was 
there really Latin and French in a heating allowance form? If this 
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happened in the 1960s, like you told the Guardian last year, how come 
PEC didn’t start till 1979? 

But they didn’t. Suckered by Maher’s plausibility, they appeared to have 

joined the cult of true believers. 

On 1 August 1998, Maher recounted it all again for the Australian 

Broadcasting Corporation’s Lingua Franca programme:  

‘I used to help people actually fill in forms, would you believe... And 
this night, it got particularly late, it was about quarter past eleven, and 
it was a retired schoolteacher and her daughter. Now the retired 
schoolteacher was about 90 and her daughter was 60-something. And 
I said I’d come back the next day. And when I got back the next day, I 
was confronted with two ambulances outside their door; they both 
emerged on stretchers, trussed up like turkeys in tinfoil, and I was told 
they were suffering from hypothermia... I followed the ambulance to 
the hospital where they both died later that day... And I vowed there 
and then that I’d spend the rest of my life fighting the jargon monster.’ 
(Lingua Franca transcript, 1 Aug 1998) 

Again, Maher’s story wasn’t questioned or challenged. 

When Maher gave speeches in Brussels and Luxembourg as part of the 

European Commission’s Fight the Fog campaign in May 1998, the story 

got another outing, this time with more lurid detail and with both 

hapless women being cast as schoolteachers:  

‘But the thing which really started the fire inside me was an 
experience I had as a community worker. I had to visit two retired 
schoolteachers, struggling on their rather meagre pensions. I was 
there to help them fill in a government form which would get them a 
heating allowance. It was a bitter north-of-England winter and they 
could not afford to turn on their central heating. I could not 
understand the form well enough to fill it in in their home and 
promised I would come back and try some more the following day. 
But, when I returned next day I watched an ambulance carry away 
those two lovely ladies, trussed up in tin foil like turkeys ready for the 
oven. They were suffering from hypothermia[...]. They both died 
within a week. They both died because of words, unfamiliar words 
that had no place in public information.’  

And it all came out again on 17 December 1997 for the BBC Radio 4 
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Midweek programme, hosted by Libby Purves.  

Maher: ‘I can still cry when I think about it. But I was a community 
worker and I was looking after two pensioners. And they were tossing 
up between having an egg a day or keeping the heating on, which I 
thought was disgusting because their pride wouldn’t let them claim 
[using a form]... It got to – I always remember – it was 11 o’clock and I 
said... I’ll have to go, I’ve got to get the kids to school... but I promise 
you I’ll be back as soon as I’ve got the kids in school next morning. 
When I got back I was met with an ambulance. With both of those 
people wrapped up in tinfoil. And they both died that day. Somebody 
shouldn’t have to die because of words.’ 

Purves (helpfully): ‘The obscurity of the system had killed them?’ 

Maher: ‘It was sheer gobbledygook. It was sheer jargon in the forms. It 
was the layout, the design, the boxes weren’t big enough, they used 
unfamiliar technical terms that had no place in a form like that. They 
weren’t thick, they weren’t stupid. One was a retired schoolteacher. 
These were people who were well educated. The government was 
insisting on using unfamiliar terminology. Nobody should have to die 
because of words. I swore then that for the rest of my life I would 
battle with words.’ 

Libby Purves is nobody’s fool but even she sounded convinced by her 

guest’s fervour. Well, forms could indeed be poor in the 1960s and 

1970s, but this particular form has never been identified in PEC’s work 

or elsewhere in the copious worldwide literature on plain language. As 

Maher has always refused to put a date on the incident or give any other 

details, it’s impossible to track down the form. 

On BBC Radio Kent (1 June 1998), Maher told a similar story with some 

variations: there were two ambulances, not one; the women died later 

that week, not on the day of hospital admission; and the form, she 

implied, included the words ‘inter alia’, ‘pari passu’, ‘aforesaid’, and 

‘hereinafter’. Yet the phrase ‘pari passu’ (Latin: ‘ranking equal in all 

respects’) has always been rare outside legalistic share-issue documents. 

Was there really a heating allowance form so full of technicalities, 

archaic English (and Latin and French, as Maher had told Anne 

Diamond) that ‘well-educated’ schoolteachers would need her help to 

complete it? Or was it all a figment of Maher’s colourful imagination?  
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Strangely, Maher omitted this supposedly seminal PEC creation story 

from her own booklet Born to Crusade (PEC website; accessed 2020), 

which gives her false account of how PEC was founded (see article 5 in 

this series). There’s not a word about the two old ladies dying of cold. Of 

course, had she included the story, she’d have had to give some context: 

at least a few names, dates and other facts to make it stand up. And that 

would have been dangerous, because they could be checked. But there’s 

just nothing. 

Nor does the tin-foil tale appear in The Plain English Story, the book I 

wrote (with Maher as nominal co-author) in 1986. This is because I 

couldn’t find evidence for it and – even in those days – Maher couldn’t 

provide any. I’d previously said to Maher that plain English couldn’t 

constantly be in the news because, to put it bluntly, not many people 

were dying for lack of it. Soon after, Maher came up with the story. 

We are all meant to take the story literally, not as a parable but a real 

event. Maher was there in the room, failing to fill in the form on behalf 

of the shivering, helpless former teachers who were enduring such 

horrific privation. And she even followed the ambulance to hospital, 

where they died.  

So, after Maher had used the tale to soft-soap the European Commission 

in 1998, I thought it would be fair – if a bit Pooterish – to write and ask 

her to clear up the mystery by providing proof. Here we go: 

‘You have spoken of these two old ladies on innumerable occasions on 
radio and on tv, in press articles, and most recently at events 
organised by the EC’s  Fight the Fog campaign. I can imagine that such 
an incident, if it happened in the circumstances you describe, must 
have seared your consciousness and that you therefore have a vivid 
recollection of all the people and places concerned. 

‘I am sure you will agree with me that every firm operating in the 
plain English field should speak and behave honestly and ethically, 
and this includes the public statements made by people such as you. 
Indeed, you have publicly proclaimed yourself to be a Christian on 
national radio, your company’s web site makes various statements 
about honesty and ethics, and your letters [...] refer to ethical 
standards.  

‘So I hope that you will be able to respond openly, honestly and clearly 
to as many of the following questions as you can. Your answers can 
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then be independently verified. No harm can possibly ensue, and you 
will not be breaking any confidences. After all, the people concerned – 
according to your story – passed away a long time ago, and you 
yourself have effectively broken any confidences by speaking about 
these old ladies so often. Here are the questions: 

1 What were the full names of the two old ladies?  

2 Were they related to each other, and if so, what was the 
relationship? 

3 At what address did you visit them? 

4 When, to within a few months, did their deaths occur? 

5 To which hospital were they taken, “trussed in tin foil”? 

6 Was there an inquest into their deaths? Did you attend and speak 
at the inquest? 

7 Did you attend the funeral or funerals? Where were they held? 

8 Exactly what form were they unable or unwilling to fill in for help 
with heating, and why? 

9 Why were you, in your capacity as a “community worker” who 
visited them on the night before they died, unable to prevent their 
deaths by calling for help from the agencies in Liverpool with 
whom you were so well connected? 

10 Was this your sole visit to the two old ladies? How often did you 
visit them? 

11 What precisely did you do to help them on the night before they 
were taken away, and at other times? 

12 Did you contact their relatives before they died, or after, or didn’t 
they have any relatives? 

13 Were the two old ladies in touch with social services? 

‘Normally, verification of a story such as this would be unnecessary. 
But it has become central to your version of the history of Plain 
English Campaign. You have used it so often for your own commercial 
benefit and to boost your personal prestige that obtaining an accurate 
picture is vital. 

‘I am also interested in the story, since, as the person who conceived 
and co-founded Plain English Campaign with you in 1979, I heard 
nothing of it from you until the mid-1980s. It is not mentioned in any 
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of the books under our joint names that truthfully record the 
formation of Plain English Campaign.’ 

Maher did not reply. So, to be completely fair, I asked her again in 2000 

(using recorded delivery), saying:  

‘The only conclusion I can draw from your silence is that the incident 
you have recounted is fictitious, or substantially so. In other words, 
that on every occasion you have told this story, you have been lying.’  

Again, Maher did not reply. Without names and approximate dates it’s 

impossible to verify or disprove a story that would surely have been the 

subject of a local newspaper article or a high-profile inquest. And life’s 

too short to chase a unicorn. 

Maher’s story is a classic, boosting her credibility as a doughty, grass-

roots-connected campaigner. Spoken with utter conviction and 

sprinkled with tear-jerking details, it plays beautifully to every audience, 

especially well-heeled broadcasters who like nothing better than a 

plausible sob story from someone with impeccable working-class 

credentials. Such a pity its originator has never provided a scrap of 

evidence. 

 

Low literacy worse than multiple disabilities – 
PEC 

On BBC Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour in 1994, Maher told the nation that 

illiteracy was like ‘being deaf and dumb and blind’.  

Really? As bad as being unable to hear, speak and see?  

The interviewer did not challenge this self-serving assertion, which was 

meant to evoke sympathy for Maher’s own alleged lack of literacy 

during her school years.  

On BBC Radio Kent on 1 June 1998, Maher went one better in cranking 

up her victimhood. When you haven’t learned to read and write, she 

alleged, it is:  

‘worse than being deaf, dumb, blind and handicapped all at the same 
time’.  

So illiteracy, which can usually be remedied, is somehow worse than 
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having multiple disabilities. Again, the interviewer did not challenge this 

astonishing claim. 

 

‘Official diploma’ that wasn’t official at all 

PEC’s casual approach to language is shown in how they described one 

of their commercial products, a ‘Plain English Diploma’ that they sold 

initially for £2,700 + VAT to people who wanted a qualification. (It now 

costs £3,900 + VAT.) PEC’s brochure described it as ‘the official 

qualification in plain English and clear communication’.  

But how ‘official’ was it? The diploma didn’t have any academic standing 

or accreditation from a recognized educational body, which might have 

given it some kind of official status. Hundreds of these ‘official’ PEC 

diplomas were sold to organizations whose training budgets must have 

been as huge as their credulity.  

Today, PEC’s website has dropped the word ‘official’ from the diploma 

advertisements. Perhaps somebody in a genuinely official capacity 

dropped a hint. 

 

The low-life tactic of name-squatting: how PEC 
took other people’s business names and registered 
them as limited companies 

PEC have no shame. After we’d exposed their years of false advertising 

(see article 3), they alleged we were committing ‘criminal offences’ by 

trading under the name ‘Plain Language Commission’ (letter from PEC, 

March 2014).  

Yes, ‘criminal offences’! How we quaked in our boots before their mighty 

power. But as ever, PEC were barking up the wrong tree. They had 

misread the law. We urged them to call the police anyway.  

What’s more bizarre is that they themselves liked our trading name so 

much they registered ‘Plain Language Commission’ as a limited 

company. This insidious form of name-squatting is used only by the 

sneakiest parasites in the business world (often abetted by the grubbiest 

lawyers). PEC have done this to other businesses, not just us. A name-
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squatter’s usual aim is to block a competitor who trades as Bloggs 

United (for example) from getting valuable limited-company status as 

Bloggs United Limited – unless they want to buy back the name from 

the squatter, of course.  

In our case, PEC didn’t stop at this. They even hid ‘Plain Language 

Commission’ in their website meta-tags in an effort to attract our traffic 

to their site. We had to employ a law firm to make them stop. This kind 

of malarkey is common, as a lawyer explains: 

‘Legally speaking, there are some dubious practices around. Some 
people slip their competitors’ names into their own meta-tags, for 
example, so that search engines will find them when customers go 
looking for their rivals.’ (Mark Slade, Fidler & Pepper, in Business Link 

High Peak Directors’ Briefing IT21, c. 2001) 

As far back as the 1990s, PEC had complained to the Department of 

Trade and Industry (DTI) that we were improperly using the word 

‘commission’ in our name (which we weren’t). When we pointed out 

that PEC’s owner had herself registered ‘Plain Language Commission’ as 

a limited company, the DTI told PEC to buzz off. 

PEC still own a limited company called ‘Plain English Commission’. If 

there’s a definition of hypocrisy, this kind of conduct might just be 

included. 

 

Reverse miracle: PEC’s owner was ‘illiterate’ at  
17 but could ‘read the Bible back to front’ at 14  

PEC’s own documents have repeated many variations on the well-

known theme that Chrissie Maher, their owner, was illiterate until she 

was 16 or 17. For example, in 1995 two PEC press releases said: 

‘Director Chrissie Maher founded Plain English Campaign despite 
being illiterate until she was 16.’ (PEC, 27 Feb 1995 and 14 Dec 1995)  

An earlier source – nominally co-written by Maher herself and for 

which she provided the relevant fact about when she learnt to read – 

declared: 

‘Chrissie Maher didn’t learn to read and write until she was 17.’  
(Writing Plain English by Cutts M and Maher C, 1980) 
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Hundreds of times in print, on radio and on TV, Maher has claimed she 

couldn’t read and write on leaving school at 14. It’s been part of her 

carefully crafted image as the downtrodden daughter of a Liverpool 

slum household who avoided school for lack of shoes. Doubtless, 

postwar Liverpool was grim for her, as it was for thousands of other 

children, though few have milked it quite like Maher. Cranking up the 

misery on Granada TV when she was 57, she said:  

‘Other people don’t feel the pain that I felt.’  

But how true is Maher’s powerful tale of still being illiterate at 17, 

believed by most of us who have worked with her and so often repeated 

by journalists eager to find a miracle, a hero or an inspirational tale of 

triumph over adversity – or preferably all three?   

The story went seriously wonky during an interview on the Granada 

Reports TV show in 1995. Maher was trying to tug the heartstrings of 

both religious believers and supporters of the poor. Standing outside her 

alma mater, St Cecilia’s Roman Catholic school in Liverpool, she 

declared:  

‘I could read the Bible back to front and I could sing Latin and I could, 
I knew the Mass from start to finish but I couldn’t read and write very 
well. Walked in to an office at 14 with a headscarf tied around my neck 
and a gymslip I think I had gone to school in when I was 7. This is at 
14 when minis weren’t in, you know? Go on, giz a job, I can do that, 
and by some miracle he gave me the job but said it was provided I 
went to night school to learn to read and write, but from them humble 
beginnings, you know, you can go on and learn after that.’ (Tellex 

Monitors, 29 Aug 1995) 

So let’s get this right. First, Maher is saying she ‘could read the Bible back 

to front’ while at school (teachers: you did a great job; it’s not the easiest 

of books); but second, she ‘couldn’t read and write very well’ (teachers: 

that’s not so good); and third, having left school at 14 she attended 

‘night school to learn to read and write’ (teachers: that sounds like you 

totally failed). All a bit strange – parallel and contradictory life stories 

colliding like loose railway trucks. Perhaps it was some kind of literacy 

miracle that a child could read the Bible – and nothing else – so easily at 

age 14.  

On BBC Radio 4’s Midweek on 17 December 1997, Maher was soon in 
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quicksand again despite the best efforts of presenter Libby Purves to 

coax a coherent story out of her. Maher told how she’d left school at 14 

without any qualifications and had gone to an insurance man for a job. 

Purves helpfully suggested:  

‘But you could read, though? You had taught yourself to read, just 
about?’  

Maher agreed, saying ‘Yes’. But realizing this undermined her usual claim 

of being unable to read at 17, she tried to cover her tracks – not very 

successfully – by quickly adding: 

‘You teach yourself shapes and you draw yourself plans to get around.’  

Of course you do.  

On BBC’s Good Morning show in 1996, Maher told the presenter very 

precisely:  

‘I didn’t learn to read and write until I was fourteen and a half.’  
(Tellex Monitors, 8 Jan 1996)  

On yet another occasion, Maher claimed she’d learnt to read by an 

unusual non-school method, namely studying moth-eaten books 

discarded at the back of public libraries. A magazine profile said:  

‘Turned away from the local library because she couldn’t fill in the 
reader’s form, she would wait outside for old books to be dumped. “I 
spent days trying to make sense of the first one I had, before someone 
told me it was in Latin”.’ (Reader’s Digest, September 1994)  

Quite a hard-luck story: you find an old book at the back of the library 

and set about learning to read; but after days of fruitless toil, it turns out 

to be in Latin.  

These tales of teenage illiteracy have been the primary source of Maher’s 

appeal to journalists, who love a fable of adversity overcome. Yet the 

evidence of Maher’s own words on Granada Reports is that she was 

reading fluently by 14 (‘could read the Bible back to front’), was 

somehow still ‘illiterate at 16’ (PEC press releases), and ‘didn’t learn to 

read and write until she was 17’ (according to a book of which she was 

nominally the co-author). So, one way or another, this crucial part of 

PEC’s myth-making doesn’t stack up. All that’s left is the scent of Melton 

Mowbray’s best-known exports baking gently in the oven. 
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Attacking other people’s customers 
(well, ours anyway)  

As the ferocious business they are, PEC don’t like competitors and they 

certainly don’t like us, having tried to strangle us at birth in the early 

1990s. PEC were jealous of any competitor’s success, and they ran an 

aggressive letter-writing campaign against our customers. 

In April 1995, Maher wrote to the National Provident Institution (NPI) 

– a leading friendly society – criticizing the language of its 1994 bonus 

notice, to which we’d given the Clear English Standard, our clarity logo. 

She declared:  

‘As an investor I have just received my 1994 bonus notice. I was 
irritated by how little regard it had for the reader... I wanted to know 
“did bonuses go up or down in 1994, compared with earlier years?”. 
The [accompanying] letter does not tell me.’ 

Sounds worrying. But Maher was so eager to find fault she hadn’t 

bothered to read the letter, whose first page said:  

‘In most cases, this [adjustment] has entailed a modest reduction in 
the new bonuses being declared in 1994.’  

Not perhaps the simplest piece of English, but surely not invisible or 

incomprehensible to most.  

What was really eating Maher was that NPI was using us as its plain-

language consultant; we’d run many courses for the society and advised 

its staff on writing skills. Maher sent NPI chiefs numerous letters telling 

them how bad its communications were. In 1996, she put NPI on her 

monthly ‘name and shame’ list for producers of bad documents and 

bragged about it in the financial press. NPI chose to stand firm. An 

internal NPI report said:  

• ‘We must be careful not to become involved as unwitting 
accomplices in apparent attempts by the PEC to push their rivals out 
of business.’  

• ‘PEC are very expensive.’ 

• ‘This [PEC’s campaign of criticism] is tantamount to blackmail. We 
are not the first company to have felt pressured not to run the risk of 
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being blacklisted. Plainly, the underlying message is “If you don’t 
spend money with us we will give you bad press. Some have responded 
by either sending documents to PEC for editing and [Crystal Mark] 
accreditation or by paying PEC’s £5,000 corporate membership fee + 
£2,000 for each succeeding year.’ 

• ‘The dealings NPI have had with Martin Cutts have always been 
extremely satisfactory; we should be careful that we behave with 
integrity towards him and in no way compromise this in an effort to 
deflect unwelcome publicity.’ 

• ‘[Our] customer satisfaction research... shows a consistently very 
high satisfaction that our documents, brochures and letters were easy 
to understand.’ 

Maher’s naming and shaming of NPI continued. She gave the society a 

Golden Bull Award (for bad writing) in her Plain English Awards of 

2000 for a paragraph about a technical unit trust conversion. Like most 

documents, it could have been better written (it was nothing to do with 

us) but it was hardly so bad as to merit PEC’s disdain. The paragraph in 

question had an average sentence length of only 24 words, and in 

context it wasn’t a tough read for the tiny number of people who’d be 

interested.  

NPI realized Maher’s sustained attack on its reputation was more about 

PEC’s commercial interests than any zeal for clear language. The society 

chose to face down her bullying and continued to do business with us 

for many years. 

Another of our customers, Leicester City Council, was threatened with 

an injunction by PEC if it continued to work with us. The council wasn’t 

sure on what grounds this fantasy injunction might be got, but it was 

enough to make the council’s legal officers sweat for a while. In the end, 

they politely told PEC to push off. 

When we started to run writing-skills courses at the Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE), a government agency for whom PEC had also worked, 

PEC got wind of it and sent an employee to the venue, a 200-mile trip to 

London. He made such a scene in reception, declaring our course to be 

‘illegal’, that senior managers decided they needed to investigate whether 

our teaching their staff to write better English might breach some 

hitherto unknown civil or criminal law. The course was suspended for a 
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long tea break. After half an hour, they decided PEC’s desperado was just 

a random idiot, and the course resumed. The HSE remained one of our 

best customers for more than 20 years. 

One of our highest-profile clients was a regulator, the Financial Services 
Authority (FSA). PEC didn’t like us working for the FSA one little bit – 

we had to be stopped. A hostile PEC press release in 1999 called the FSA 

one of the ‘worst offenders’ for bad writing. It referred to organisations 

using ‘the words “plain English” to pass off garbage that they don’t dare 

put up against the Crystal Mark challenge’ (Maher’s commercial 

product, of course – see article 3). They bombarded FSA chiefs with 

letters, one saying that the regulator’s consumer testing of its leaflets was 

hopeless and that PEC could do a much better job for them. (Fat chance 

of that: for more about PEC’s dubious claims on testing, see article 3.) 

The regulator stood firm, telling Maher on 17 August 1999 that she was 

being untruthful:  

‘You claim that the testing of our “financial education” leaflet (which 
we assume to be a reference to the FSA guide to financial advice) was 
done at town meetings where the audience “already underst[ood] 
financial products, making the testing worthless”. Your claim is quite 
untrue. In common with all our FSA guides, the FSA guide to financial 
advice was tested informally prior to publication and accredited by 
the Plain Language Commission. The town meetings were not a 
testing ground for any of the FSA guides, nor have we ever represented 
them as such.’ 

Maher continued to attack the FSA, so Philip Robinson, its 

Communications and Corporate Affairs director wrote to her again on 

21 March 2000:  

‘I remain concerned about the erroneous claims you make about the 
FSA’s approach to plain language. Fiona Boyle explained our approach 
when you telephoned her on 11 February last year. Fiona mentioned, 
in particular, work done for us on our first few booklets by an 
independent consumer research agency, our use of the Plain Language 
Commission and other experts in the area, and our in-house 
expertise. Our heavy investment in this area – including consumer 
research and pre-testing with target groups – testifies to the efforts we 
are making. 
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‘It therefore surprised us that, a few months after this conversation, 
you issued an inaccurate press release about these very booklets and 
posted it on your website. You appear to have based your press release 
on information you took out of context from our Consumer 
Education consultation paper. You completely ignored what we said in 
that same paper about consumer testing and the external plain 
language accreditation of some of our documents. My letter to you of 
17 August explained why your claims were inaccurate and asked you 
to remove these inaccuracies from your website. You still have not 
done this. Will you please now do so.’  

In other words, Maher should stop making false claims for which she 

had no factual basis.  

In 2000, the FSA required all endowment-mortgage providers to send an 

FSA leaflet to every policyholder informing them about possible 

shortfalls when the policies matured. Millions of homeowners received 

the leaflet, which carried our Clear English Standard. Cue another volley 

of outraged letters from Maher. Despite her efforts, we continued to 

work for the FSA and were still working for its successor regulator, the 

Financial Conduct Authority, some 20 years later. 

 

Just a minor point: the self-styled ‘world leaders in 
clear communications’ don’t write very well 

Given how PEC mercilessly criticize other people’s writing, you might 

expect their own would be pretty hot stuff. After all, their website 

describes them as ‘world leaders in clear communications’. So now is the 

time to worship before two of their finest attempts at the written word. 

First, here’s a sentence from PEC’s website (accessed 12 April 2000) on a 

subject they should know plenty about as it’s entitled ‘The case for 

plain-English drafting’:  

‘We prefer the term plain English to “plain language” as plain English 
is more than simply chopping out syllables.’ 

This is written by a numskull. How could ‘plain language’ mean merely 

the ‘chopping out of syllables’; and who on the whole of planet Earth 

might think it did? In fact, ‘plain language’ is often preferred outside the 

UK because it’s a generic term for a professional discipline that covers 
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clear writing in many languages including Spanish, French, Swedish and 

Japanese – and even, as PEC suggested in one of their newsletters, 

‘Belgian’ (just a pity there’s no such language as Belgian). No-one has 

ever suggested that the many skilled practitioners of plain language 

worldwide spend their time ‘chopping out syllables’, so PEC were setting 

up an improbable straw man. The website goes on to assert:  

‘The law is the most important example of how words affect people’s 
lives. If we cannot understand our rights, we have no rights.’  

Really? This would mean, for example, that when refugees enter the UK 

and cannot understand their rights, they have none – no right to a 

lawyer, no right to appeal a Home Office decision, no right to a fair trial 

if they commit an offence here. Even the dimmest thinker would know 

this is baloney. Of course, if a person can’t understand their rights, they 

may well have difficulty exercising them, but that’s not what PEC are 

trying to say. 

And PEC don’t just write rubbish like this, they reckon to teach people 

how to write better, charging £3,900 for their so-called Plain English 

Diploma and running other commercial courses on writing skills. 

 

Fulfilling a £20,000 contract – but ‘no axe to grind’  

One day in 1987 when I was still a PEC partner, I was running a PEC 

course in London for Westminster City Council, part of a long series to 

train all their officials that would bring in nearly £20,000. That was a 

tidy sum in those days although Dame Shirley Porter, leader of the 

council but still a businesswoman at heart, had driven a hard bargain. 

Both Maher and I had met Porter several times as she’d hosted 

exhibitions for PEC on council premises, one of them attended by 

Margaret Thatcher, the prime minister.  

Porter was steely, charming and likeable, though she’d eventually be 

found by the district auditor to have engaged in ‘disgraceful, improper 

and illegal’ behaviour over a homes-for-votes scandal that cost the 

council £21 million. She first came under fire from her fellow Tories in 

1987 after the council flogged off some cemeteries for a few pence.  

I was in full flow presenting the course when one of the officials chipped 

in to read out a letter of support for Porter that he’d just found in The 
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Independent (20 Dec 1987). It was a good example for the course, he said 

ironically, because it was so very clear. It had been written by someone 

who said she’d met Porter several times and began:  

‘I’ve got no axe to grind and nothing to gain, no score to settle.’ 

It then accused Westminster Tories of being ‘disloyal and underhand’ as 

well as sexist, cowardly, archaic and:  

‘...maligning a very honest, brave woman whose only crime was to do 
her job in Westminster as well as she could.’ 

Fair enough for someone to offer such a public-spirited opinion. But the 

letter was signed by one ‘Christina Maher’. It used her home town, New 

Mills, as her address and didn’t mention her co-ownership of PEC. Far 

from having ‘no axe to grind’, Maher – as part of the PEC partnership – 

was in the middle of fulfilling a contract with the council that Porter had 

been personally involved in arranging.  

The officials on the course could see the letter for what it was: a blatant 

public lie intended to deceive Independent readers. Maher hadn’t 

consulted me before sending the letter. This was the day I knew I had to 

escape the PEC partnership or I’d become complicit in every kind of 

nonsense Maher came up with. It took another nine months. 

 

How PEC rigged a children’s competition 

Maher loved the media spotlight and hated publicity failures. In 1988, 

soon after I’d ceased to be a PEC partner, she dreamt up a competition 

for children to find examples of bad official writing and draw pictures 

about them. PEC plugged the contest in teaching magazines but it was a 

total flop, with only one entry arriving.  

Not to be beaten, Maher decided to solicit the entries herself. Thus, the 

‘winners’ turned out to be the child of her former next-door neighbour 

at College Road, Chorlton, Manchester; the child of her then-current 

near-neighbour at Mellor Road, New Mills, Derbyshire; and the child of 

another acquaintance living at Buxworth, a mile from PEC’s office.  

The youngsters who formed this remarkable cluster of talent – William, 

Jemma and Jazy – received cash prizes from the actor Hilary Crowson 

(of Bread fame) at a ceremony in London and appeared on BBC 

children’s TV. It was all a ghastly hoax – but at least the kids had a great 

day out.
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It was one person only, say PEC;  
regrettably, that’s a lie. 

‘It’s unpleasant to have a decade of my career and professional 
achievements – no matter how slight in the scheme of things – denied, 
erased and stolen by other people for their own benefit. It’s also 
unpleasant to have to write about it. But I do, because Plain English 
Campaign have perpetrated a kind of identity theft, and my silence 
would be acquiescence. They’ve spent 30 years cultivating a 
misleading story about who founded the campaign, and the time has 
come to expose their lying to a wider public.’ – Martin Cutts 

 

Some brief background 

In the 1970s and 1980s, I broke new ground in developing the theory 

and practice of using ‘plain English’ in official and business information. 

I conceived the Plain English Campaign (PEC) in 1979 and was one of 

PEC’s two co-founders, the other being Chrissie Maher. Before that 

time, only a few officials, lawyers, academics or business people showed 

any interest in creating clearer public information (though important 

pioneering work had been done in the UK and elsewhere by such people 

as Ernest Gowers (The Complete Plain Words), David Mellinkoff (The 

Language of the Law), and Rudolf Flesch (The Art of Readable Writing). 

Crucial forms, leaflets, instructions and consumer contracts tended to 

be written in official, legalistic and pompous language, sometimes with 

unexplained technical jargon. The design and layout could be dense and 

offputting too.
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Our work led to improvements in the clarity, design and usability of 

many kinds of document. Probably, the ideas we helped promote on 

clear language and layout eventually led to better websites too. 

In PEC’s first ten years, the campaign was a joint enterprise between 
the two co-founders, whose differing and complementary talents 

helped it thrive. With little money or business knowhow, both worked 

long hours in a partnership that pushed hard for clearer public 

documents in the UK and, gradually, worldwide. We did this through 

commercial work and demonstration projects, and by using the news 

media. Long before the internet enabled ideas to spread quickly across 

borders, that first decade produced a remarkable flowering of progress 

on plain language in the UK and elsewhere.  

The publicity meant our joint role as co-founders was widely recorded 
in print, TV and radio sources. This article re-asserts this historical 

truth as a fact, in the face of a long PEC campaign of denial. I have an 

archive of radio tapes and TV programmes, eg for the BBC and Thames 

TV, that prove my role.  

Integrity was at the heart of our joint work. We did not make false or 

exaggerated claims about our editing services or our training courses, 

which were our two main products. We paid attention to literacy 

research, and we thought carefully about how to make documents 

comprehensible to their intended readers. We issued truthful press 

releases and gave truthful interviews to TV and radio.  

This was important because our promotion of the plain-language cause 

could easily have been seen as talking our own book – puffing the 

commercial services that we sold to stay financially independent. In 

those days, the BBC was dominant among UK broadcast media and 

tried to stop firms using its programmes to promote themselves for 

profit. So we aimed to be careful, fair and scrupulous.  

When we ran our annual Plain English Awards – a national 
competition to find the best public documents – we published a list of 
all the judges to avoid suspicion that the event was rigged in favour of 
any PEC customers who were contestants (though these were rare at 
that time). Apart from the two co-founders, the judges were always 
independent of PEC, and all were renowned in their fields. They 
included Harold Evans (editor, Sunday Times), Jonathan Dimbleby 
(BBC), Rob Waller (Information Design Journal), Mike Frost (London 
College of Printing), and Bel Mooney (author). 
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PEC’s integrity vacuum 

In any long-term business venture, trust and honesty are essential. After 

nearly ten years, it became obvious to me that I could no longer trust the 

other co-founder’s word. I therefore had no sensible choice but to leave 

the partnership in 1988 – whatever the financial cost to me. The precise 

reasons are irrelevant now. It’s enough to say that when the lies 

highlighted in article 1 of this series came to light, they were no surprise 

to me.  

In the thirty years or so since I quit, PEC have sacrificed the integrity I 

worked so hard to build. Chrissie Maher, PEC’s self-described ‘fiery 

figurehead’ and chief media presence, has made extraordinarily bold 

claims about their products. These have included the statement that if a 

document displays PEC’s paid-for Crystal Mark logo, this is a guarantee 
of its clarity.  

PEC made this claim on their website for more than two decades, 

potentially raking in large sums of money on the back of it. Finally, in 

2014 at my request, the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority 

intervened. Using new powers to strike down false website advertising, 

the ASA ‘persuaded’ PEC to abandon their enticing, potentially lucrative 

and unjustifiable guarantee. (See article 3.) 

PEC also boasted on their website that they tested with the public every 

document to which they gave the Crystal Mark, which thus ensured it 

was clear. This stunning claim – another potential money-spinner 

because it told customers that PEC were somehow in touch with people 

at all levels of literacy – disappeared from PEC’s website only after I’d 

publicly criticized them for it. (Again, see article 3.) The claim had been 

repeated relentlessly by PEC in print, during broadcasts, and by letter to 

potential customers. It’s a claim for which PEC failed to provide any 

evidence.  

PEC’s annual Plain English Awards event continued to attract 

favourable media coverage from 1990 until around 2015 when the 

media, apparently bored with recounting the same hoary tales, began to 

walk away. For much of that time, the awards contest was tainted by the 

lack of any independent judges and by the fact that numerous award-
winners were high-value PEC customers without this being publicly 
declared. (See article 2.) 

For a company so outspokenly committed to clear and honest language 
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as PEC, such a string of doubtful practices seems hard to justify. Of 

course, as an independent business – albeit one that often posed as a 

‘pressure group’ – they didn’t have to justify them to me. And they were 

lucky that their many cheerleaders in the news media chose to look the 

other way and rarely, if ever, to ask awkward questions. The BBC, in 
particular, gave PEC a free pass and never challenged their claims; 

indeed, BBC programmes and journalists themselves accepted 

numerous ‘awards’ from PEC, which seemed to blunt any investigative 

edge they might once have had. Suckered into acquiescence, they 

uncritically covered PEC’s self-serving ‘news’, which was mainly thinly 

disguised advertising.  

The BBC rarely disclosed to listeners and viewers PEC’s true status as a 

commercial firm, and batted away all complaints of favouritism towards 

them. However, the complaints did lead the BBC’s director-general, 

Greg Dyke, to require all programmes to mention PEC’s commercial 

status ‘when editorially appropriate’. This, though, was a dead letter, and 

most programmes and presenters simply ignored the rule or found 

reasons to avoid it. 

The BBC’s flagship radio news programme, Today, was PEC’s most 

willing stooge, publicly endorsing them as a ‘splendid outfit’ and 

validating their activities year after year with uncritical coverage. There’s 

more on this in article 2. 

 

Correcting PEC’s false narrative about who 
founded the campaign 

Soon after 1990, Chrissie Maher – the second PEC co-founder – began 

to describe herself as the ‘founder’ (or sometimes the ‘founder director’) 

of PEC. Thus began a sustained effort to falsify the record by 

repeatedly misinforming the news media and the public that only one 

person had founded the organization. PEC have used this half-truth so 

often it has hardened into a factoid that has spread across the web on 

prominent sites like Wikipedia.  

I realize that just because someone claims to be the ‘founder’ of 

something, they aren’t necessarily trying to eliminate the possibility of 

there being other co-founders. However, to state this half-truth 
repeatedly, especially in writing, as PEC have done, has led to the 
whole truth being gradually and widely erased. You have to dig hard to 
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Fig. 1 Wikipedia page about PEC,  
1 Jan 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 Wikipedia page about PEC,  
18 Jan 2011

find it now. The result is that even a great national newspaper like The 

Times (of London) has denied in writing that I co-founded PEC. 

This article therefore aims to set the record straight by showing the 
evidence that there were two co-founders. You may notice that because 

PEC’s first decade preceded the web, many of my sources are from print 

documents that cannot be found on the web.  

I hope that my occasional repetition of the evidence will not be too 

tedious or cloying, and that if you are interested in the plain-language 

field you’ll find that the rather ancient material helps to plug some gaps 

in the historical record. 

 

Truth and lies: the evidence 

What Wikipedia says 

Most people who want to find out about writing plain English – the skill 

of creating easily understood official and business information – will 

head to the web. They may well be directed to a Wikipedia page about 

one of the noisiest companies in this field – Plain English Campaign Ltd 

(PEC). There, in 2021, they’ll find that PEC was: 

• ‘Founded in 1979 by Chrissie Maher’ (Fig. 1)  

 

 

 

No ifs, no buts. So that’s a fact – or is it? If they’d checked the same page 

in 2011, they’d have seen a different story that was much closer to the 

truth:  

• ‘Co-founded as a pressure group in 1974 [in fact, 1979] by Chrissie 
Maher and Martin Cutts, who ran it as a partnership until 1988, the 
company positions itself today as a leader in plain-language advocacy.’ 
(Fig. 2)  
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That’s the trouble with Wikipedia – it’s only as good as its many editors. 

The best are sticklers for accuracy but others have much baser motives, 

altering pages to suit their own viewpoint. Anyone who’s tried to restore 

the PEC page to its relative accuracy of 2011 may have found, as I did, 

that their changes lasted only a few days before a misleading version 

reappeared. So Wikipedia, despite its claims to accuracy (eg, by its co-

founder Jimmy Wales, on BBC Radio 4’s Today programme, 15 January 

2021) is not always a trusted source – on this question at least. Wales 

himself has repeatedly edited his own page to remove all references to 

Wikipedia’s co-founder, Larry Sanger (Sunday Times, 1 Aug 2021). 

 

What PEC’s own website says 

Perhaps PEC’s own website might be more honest and accurate? After 

all, PEC are supposedly hot on clear and precise language, and their 

website tells us they are ‘world leaders in clear communications’ (April 

2021). They even offer a commercial product called the Honesty Mark, 

whereby companies can add a logo with a halo to documents that PEC 

and the company certify as ‘honest’. It’s an add-on to one of their paid-

for products.  

PEC are quick to condemn unclear or deceptive language in others. 

Honesty matters so much to them that in 2001 they called on all ten 

political parties in Britain to write election manifestoes that were 

‘honest’ as well as clear, and to:  

• ‘make an open pledge...that everything in their [election] manifesto 
would be entirely true; and there will be nothing missing from the 
manifesto that the voter needs to know before they can make an 
informed decision... Without a firm commitment from the party 
leaders to be honest, we just don’t know what we can believe’.  

PEC’s website is certainly clear – but not wholly honest – about who 

founded the campaign. It was one person, and one person only, 

apparently – Chrissie Maher. The website has repeated this regularly 

down the years, so it’s plainly not an inadvertent error, and it plainly 

matters a lot to PEC that people are fed this half-truth as a fact:  

• ‘The campaign officially began after founder Chrissie Maher OBE 
publicly shredded thousands of official forms in Parliament Square, 
London.’  
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• ‘Outraged at the lack of progress on plain English, Chrissie officially 
launches Plain English Campaign by shredding gobbledygook in 
Parliament Square.’  

• ‘[T]his week we bring you our founder Chrissie Maher’s memories 
of the day Plain English Campaign formally launched with a 
gobbledygook-shredding stunt in the shadow of Parliament: 25 years 
ago this week.’  

• ‘Chrissie Maher, founder of the campaign, had this warning for the 
Department of Work and Pensions.’  

• ‘Chrissie Maher (Founder-director) launched Plain English 
Campaign in 1979.’  

(PEC website: 4 Dec 2013; 4 Dec 2013; 30 July 2004; 27 Sept 2012; 10 Dec 2011). 

So anyone visiting PEC’s website would be unlikely to think, ‘Oh, I 

wonder if anyone else founded this thing with her?’ They’d just accept 

that she alone – in a flash of brilliance and sagacity – had created and 

run the whole thing herself from day one. And that is a lie. 

 

What Who’s Who says 

Maher is listed in Who’s Who, a book of 

potted biographies. Some regard it as a 

trusted source, perhaps not realizing 

that the entries are normally written by 

the subjects themselves, which means 

it’s as fictional as they choose to make 

it. Maher’s entries from 1999–2008, for 

example, describe her as ‘Founder and 

Director, Plain English Campaign, since 1979’. It says she wrote a book 

called the Plain English Story in 1980 (the book was first published by 

PEC in 1986, but no matter). These statements are at best half-truths – 

first, because Maher was only a PEC co-founder; and second, because 

she didn’t pen a single line of the Plain English Story. Maher was no 

writer – her many talents lay elsewhere, so I wrote every word of the 

book and did all the design and layout. As the campaign was our joint 

venture, though, it was only right that she be credited as co-author, 

especially as she’d acted as a sounding board on the draft.  

The front and back covers are shown in figs. 3 and 4. The back includes a 
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clear statement that the campaign was the co-founders’ joint work, 

speaking of ‘their Plain English Campaign’ and ‘their war on 

gobbledygook’. It’s no coincidence that the front, which also names the 

authors, includes a cartoon adapted from one in English Today (1986) 

showing two warriors taking on the gobbledygook dragon. The book 

gives a truthful account of how the campaign began. At least, it did until 

PEC falsified it in 1993 – more on that later. 

After seeing my evidence that Maher’s Who’s Who entry was false, the 

publisher corrected it in 2013, rightly re-designating her as a PEC co-

founder and a joint author of the Plain English Story. 

 

What The Times says 

You might ask how many journalists would be so gormless and gullible 

as to regard Wikipedia, Who’s Who, and PEC’s website as trusted 

sources. The answer is ‘rather a lot’. In press releases since 1990, PEC 

have kept churning out the same half-truth that Maher was PEC’s 

founder. The media have accepted it without checking, so it’s become 

lodged in the collective memories of many news outlets.  

A classic example is The Times, a paper that prides itself on getting its 

facts right. On 4 January 1993, its journalist Robin Young – who knew 

both co-founders well – correctly named me as ‘a co-founder of the 

Plain English Campaign’ (fig. 5). But in 2008 the paper ran a short piece 

about Maher under the byline ‘RGT’ that described her as the ‘founder’ 

of PEC. Surely it would be a simple matter to get this error corrected, 

given that The Times had always got it right before? Not so. The paper 

resisted fiercely: 

‘Our writer… says that Chrissie Maher states quite clearly in her 
Who’s Who entry that she is Founder and Director of the Plain 
English Campaign as does the Campaign’s website. He went over it 
with her on the phone and she agreed that that was the correct 
description… we feel we are correct in this matter.’  

It seemed a good idea for me to ask The Times whether it would like to 

see any evidence to the contrary. No, said the paper, we wouldn’t. I 

persisted, asking why a newspaper of its great pedigree wouldn’t want to 

see evidence. But it flatly refused – even though the true position had 

been stated in The Times itself in 1993 and on 4 Dec 1995, and in many 
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other newspaper reports in the 1980s. The paper’s feedback editor, Sally 

Baker, wrote:  

‘If you Google “Chrissie Maher” and “founder of the Plain English 
Campaign”, you get 43,000 references. Who’s Who describes her as 
founder of the PEC. Its website describes her as founder. As far as The 
Times is concerned, she is the founder of the PEC. That is the end of 
the matter as far as we are concerned.’ 

So The Times’s trusted sources are a Google search, a self-written entry 

in Who’s Who, and PEC’s website. It took the paper seven more years to 

get it right, correctly describing Maher as ‘co-founder, Plain English 

Campaign’ on 21 April 2015. This may have been just a happy accident 

because, as far as I know, there’s been no actual correction printed yet; 

doubtless the error will reappear one day. 

 

What other sources say 

On the web and in print there are thousands of misleading references to 

Maher as the founder of PEC (as Sally Baker said). Here are just three to 

show how pervasive this factoid has become, which also helps explain 

how it has gradually hardened into a full-blown lie. First, there’s Maher 

own blog on the PEC website saying, ‘I founded Plain English Campaign 

out of exasperation’ (13 Nov 2006). Second, there’s the BBC website: 

‘The founder of the Plain English Campaign, Chrissie Maher, said’  

(9 Nov 2011). Third, there’s China Daily: ‘Chrissie Maher, founder of the 

Plain English Campaign, said’ (10 Dec 2011). Of course, the BBC and 

China Daily aren’t really to blame – they’re just regurgitating what PEC 

have fed them in press releases. Why would they bother to fact-check a 

source so apparently clear and honest? 

It’s not as if ‘co-founder’ is a rare term, though. Newspapers use it all the 

time, for example referring to Elon Musk as co-founder of PayPal 

(Times, 8 Jan 2021); David Ross as co-founder of Carphone Warehouse 

(FT.com, 21 June 2008); and Chris DeWolfe as co-founder of MySpace 

(Guardian, 3 July 2006). A Google search for ‘co-founder’ and 

‘cofounder’ yields 138million results. Even Wikipedia itself, source of the 

inaccurate PEC page in fig. 1, is often correctly described as having two 

co-founders. Careful authors will get it right if they’re not misled. 

Under various codes of practice, UK newspapers are supposed to correct 
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Fig. 7 Daily Mail correction,  
19 April 2013



errors. One could certainly waste many hours asking them to do so as 

regards Maher’s claims. But such corrections have sometimes appeared – 

for example, in the Guardian on 25 July 1990 and the Daily Mail on 19 

April 2013 (figs. 6 and 7). 

 

What PEC’s co-founders said as joint authors  

An obvious source for the truth about PEC’s co-founders is their own 

writing published under their joint names. Here, the evidence is clear 

and compelling. In 1981, PEC published Writing Plain English, a booklet 

commissioned by Nick Moore of the British Library. Its front cover is 

shown in fig. 8 and it names the two PEC co-founders as such, as does 

an entry later in the book (fig. 9). Why would these statements appear 

under the authors’ joint names if they weren’t true? But of course they 

are true. 

The booklet was a useful early study of the UK’s tiny plain-English field, 

telling of work to clarify such humdrum things as electricity bills, 

contracts, official forms and drug labels. Since much of that pioneering 

work was done by me, I didn’t need to look very far for examples to 

include. I also wrote every word of the book and did its entire design 

and layout, with Maher as the nominal co-author – which was clearly 

the right thing to do as PEC was our joint venture. 

In 1984, Allen & Unwin published Gobbledygook, a collection of dire 

official writing with a snarky commentary (front cover, fig. 10). Again, I 

wrote every word of the book, with Maher as the nominal co-author. As 

the book itself was pretty dire, it was soon remaindered and pulped. 

Extracts from its foreword are shown in figs. 11 and 12 and include the 

words ‘We started the Campaign in 1979’ and ‘Hearing of our Plain 

English Campaign’. The foreword is signed by the co-founders. Why 

would the text have been worded like this if it wasn’t true? 

In 1986 came the Plain English Story (see figs. 3 and 4). The first edition, 

published under the co-founders’ names, sets out the truth about how 

PEC was launched. Here are typical extracts from the book that help to 

show PEC as the joint enterprise of two people from the start:  

• ‘The Campaign wasn’t wealthy enough to have an office. We used 
our front rooms – Chrissie’s in Wiltshire Street, Higher Broughton, 
Salford and Martin’s two miles away in Crumpsall, Manchester.’
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Fig. 9 Extract from Writing Plain 
English 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 10 Front cover, Gobbledygook 
(1984) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figs. 11 & 12 Extracts from the 
foreword to Gobbledygook (1984)



Fig. 13 (above left) Parliament 
Square 1979 – Cutts (far left) and 
Maher (far right)  
Fig. 14 (above right) Doctored photo 
from PEC’s falsified book, 1993

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• ‘To add a pound or two of academic ballast, Martin had a degree in 
English, Psychology and Italian. The campaigners could claim… 
that… [their] unusual combination of backgrounds helped when 
rewriting forms.’ 

• [Photo caption] ‘Chrissie Maher (alias the Gobbledygook Monster) 
visits Downing Street to deliver the first issue of Plain English [PEC’s 
newsletter, 1979]. Martin Cutts as keeper stops the beast from 
running amok.’ 

The book also pictures the famous shredding of forms in Parliament 

Square, London, which launched the campaign on 26 July 1979 (fig. 13). 

Busy with the shredder, I’m on the left. Maher is on the right, listening to 

police officers telling us to shove off as the protest is unlawful. Maher’s 

daughter Carol, a schoolgirl of about 13, is hard at work on the paste 

table(1). 

 

(1) A PEC booklet called Campaign International describes Carol as a PEC co-founder. 

Published in 1994, several years after I quit PEC, this deliberately laid a false trail. In PEC’s first 

decade, Carol took no part in PEC’s management or decision-making.
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What PEC said after 1990 

After I quit as partner in 1988, PEC got British Telecom to sponsor a 

new edition of the Plain English Story, which was published in 1991. It 

was subtitled ‘A history of the Campaign’s birth’ so it was clearly meant 

to set down a true record. And although my name and photo were 

removed from the front and back covers, all other references to me 

remained, including two photos inside. So, even two years after I’d left, 

the book clearly stated the part I’d played in creating PEC.  

Then, in 1993, PEC published a further edition, paid for by the Midland 

Bank. It falsified the factual record by removing text and photos that 

mentioned me. The book now included the photo in fig. 14, where a 

graduate of the Joseph Stalin school of picture-editing has chopped out 

all but my left arm. Compare the photo in fig. 13. 

Only a few copies of the original edition exist today. They’re held by the 

British Library, the UK’s other legal deposit libraries, and by me. For the 

record, its registration number or ISBN is 0-907424-01-5. 

 

How PEC falsified their own creation story  
after 1990 

Details of the PEC launch are also falsely stated in Maher’s other 

accounts, such as her self-basting booklet Born to Crusade: 

‘By 1979, Chrissie was so dissatisfied with the speed of progress that 
she decided she would need to launch a national campaign to force the 
Government and businesses into action. Together with her daughter, 
Carol, and some students, Chrissie headed for London and the Houses 
of Parliament. In the centre of Parliament Square, opposite the 
Houses of Parliament, they set up a table and started to shred 
hundreds of atrocious government forms.’  
(Born to Crusade – undated; accessed from PEC website 25 Oct 2020) 

Who were these mysterious ‘students’ Maher mentions? On 25 July 

1979, I had driven the hired van we needed to get from Salford to 

London, so I might just have noticed had there been ‘some students’ 

lurking in the back. There were only three people in that van – Maher, 

her daughter, and me. Nobody else from the campaign appears in any of 

the Parliament Square pictures taken next day at the event, certainly not 
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Fig. 15 Daily Telegraph, 27 July 1979 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 16 Daily Telegraph,  
10 December 1988 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 17 Daily Telegraph,  
1 April 1989



Fig. 18 Big in Oman – Gulf News,  
29 July 1989 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 19 Times Educational 
Supplement, 30 Nov 1979  
Fig. 20 (below left) Letter to PEC from 
Margaret Thatcher, Aug 1985   
Fig. 21 (below) Sunday Times,  
30 July 1989

a bunch of students. The only PEC supporters anywhere near the scene 

were, as far as I recall, Nick Moore (British Library) and Elaine Kempson 

(Library Association) who politely kept their distance. So Maher’s 

account is a carefully calculated lie, designed to deceive her readers.  

On the launch day (26 July 1979), TV crews and radio reporters turned 

up, so there were many broadcast accounts. The following day’s press 

coverage included the Daily Telegraph article shown in fig. 15, which 

name-checks both co-founders. The article was included in the first and 

authentic edition of the Plain English Story but was cut from the falsified 

1993 edition.  

 

More proof from credible sources 

During PEC’s first decade, the news media were usually correct about 

who the co-founders were because Maher and I told them the truth. 

After PEC’s annual awards event in 1988, Jenny Rees of the Daily 

Telegraph described Maher as a PEC co-founder (fig. 16). When PEC 

launched a training package I’d written (with Maher as the nominal co-

author, as usual), Rees described me as a PEC co-founder (fig. 17). In 

1989, Gulf News got the facts right too, naming both co-founders (fig. 

18). In 1979, the Times Educational Supplement named us as ‘campaign 

organizers’ – which was the wording used at that time on PEC’s business 

letterhead – when we launched the Plain English newsletter (fig. 19). 

When we marked the tenth anniversary of PEC’s founding with a return 

to Parliament Square, Stephen Pile of 

the Sunday Times was on hand to 

record his shock and surprise at how 

much the two co-founders had done, 

as shown in fig. 21. All these are 

credible and persuasive sources.  

In 1985 PEC held a Plain English 

Exhibition in London which Margaret 

Thatcher, the prime minister, attended. 

Her thank-you note in fig. 20 names 

both co-founders as having ‘done a 

splendid job in setting up the 

Campaign, and in ensuring its message 

is heard up and down the country’. 
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The Oxford Companion to the English Language (OUP, 1992) edited by 

Tom McArthur (who knew both co-founders personally), is also a 

persuasive source. Among its 1,184 pages are a clear statement of who 

PEC’s two co-founders were and their brief biographies (fig. 22).  

McArthur also edited the journal English Today for Cambridge 

University Press. An article under the co-founders’ joint names spells 

out their joint role, saying:  

‘[W]e launched the campaign in 1979 with a ritual shredding of 
appalling government… forms in Parliament Square.’  
(English Today, Jan 1986, no. 5) 

My article seven years later in the same journal said: 

‘[I] conceived and co-founded the Plain English Campaign and was a 
partner there until 1988’. (English Today, 1993, vol. 9, no. 3) 

These are strong proofs from a reputable journal. Would McArthur have 

let these statements appear if he didn’t think they were true? 

The final booklet I wrote for PEC, when I was a consultant to the firm, 

recorded PEC’s tenth anniversary in 1989. It included a foreword signed 

by the two co-founders – see fig. 23. The booklet was published by PEC 

itself, so this source is highly persuasive. 

An article in the Information Design Journal (1981, vol 2, no 1, pp28–32) 

is also persuasive, describing its authors twice as PEC’s co-founders (fig. 

24). Since this statement was made under the two co-founders’ names 

and was published in 1981, only two years after PEC began, it’s unlikely 

to be wrong. 

 

How PEC’s pre-creation story was falsified 

In Born to Crusade (cited above), Maher speaks of a newspaper for 

‘semi-literate adults’ that she set up at her Impact Trust project in 

Liverpool in 1974. (Impact was bankrolled by the Littlewoods magnate 

John Moores Jr.) She seeks to take the credit for this occasional little 

paper, called the Liverpool News, which proved a useful resource for 

adult-literacy projects that sprang from the Right to Read campaign.  

The paper was indeed her idea but she had no-one with the skills to 

write it until I came on the scene as editor of the university’s student 
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Fig. 22 Oxford Companion to the 
English Language, p. 785, 1992 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 23 PEC booklet, July 1989



Fig. 24 (Above left)  Information 
Design Journal, 1981 
 
Fig. 25 (Above right) Photo and 
deliberately misleading caption from 
Born to Crusade, undated

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

newspaper. I wrote at least 80% of all the news and sport items in the 

Liverpool News from its launch in 1974 until 1976. This was gruelling 

work as I was trying to create a new style of journalism for people with 

very low literacy. The first few issues were certainly feeble, with many of 

its news stories badly tainted by low-level agitprop, but it gradually 

improved. Maher and I were regarded as its joint editors. However, her 

role was mainly as a sounding board because her writing skills were 

weak and her graphic-design skills non-existent. 

In Born to Crusade, Maher includes a picture of the five people whom 

her caption describes in a strangely precise way as ‘All the original 

editorial team of the Liverpool News’ (fig. 25). This lays a wilfully 

misleading trail. Three of the five people pictured (Akers, Hunt and 

Hood) did almost nothing for the paper as it simply wasn’t part of their 

role at Impact during my time there. Maher herself wrote only a 

children’s bedtime story in each issue. The fifth person, Don Welch, did 

most of the graphic design.  

There seems only one purpose for Maher’s misleading caption, which is 

to obliterate my role in this pioneering paper. The co-founders’ jointly 

published works such as Writing Plain English (cited above) reveal her 

statement as the lie it is:  

‘Raising public and official interest on the need for simplicity in 
printed information has been the joint work of Martin Cutts and 
Chrissie Maher since 1974. From 1974–76 they edited Liverpool News, 
a monthly newspaper for adults with reading difficulties.’  
Writing Plain English (1981), Cutts M and Maher C 

Again, this is powerful and persuasive evidence.
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PEC’s website includes a timeline of the activities that Maher claims to 

have carried out since 1971.  

For the year 1974, it says Impact produced ‘simplified forms for 

Liverpool City Council’, asserting that ‘This is the first example of plain 

English editing’ (fig. 26). This claim of being ‘first’ may well be true as 

regards the UK. But who actually did most of this innovative work on 

forms? In fact, it was me. I did it in my final year at Liverpool university 

and later when working with Impact.  

The main product, created during 1974/75, was a demonstration of a 

possible multi-purpose benefit form for the council. If implemented, it 

would have enabled people to claim five benefits at once – for free 

school meals, school clothing etc – instead of having to complete five 

separate forms. This kind of simplification seemed to be novel at the 

time – I had no precedents to work from – and may never have been 

tried before.  

Impact’s report for the council about the form clearly states the leading 

role I played in the work (fig. 27). Admittedly, I took the precaution of 

writing the report myself. But, as Impact director, Maher approved my 

report and presumably regarded it as correct and accurate.  

In creating the form I collaborated with Liverpool council staff such as 

Steve Burkeman, whose idea it was. I then worked with him to prepare 

an improved follow-up form for use in live trials. 

 

Not a mistake but a sustained campaign  
of falsification 

Sometimes, a person carelessly misdescribes themselves, which leads 

press and broadcasters to retail duff information. Nobody minds an 
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Fig. 26 (Above left) PEC website, 
accessed 12 Jan 2021 
 
Fig. 27 (Above right) Liverpool’s 
benefit form, 1974–75 
 



honest mistake and corrections can be made if needed.  

However, this isn’t what’s been happening here. Instead, there’s been a 

deliberate campaign of falsification by one person and her acolytes for 

her own self-aggrandisement. That would be bad enough, but its other 

purpose has been to try to erase my history. 

Maher has not always been so uncharitable. Soon after the Plain English 

Story came out in 1986, she sent me a gracious thank-you note for 

creating the book: 

‘Such genius and talent and dedication can only be rewarded by a 
simple thank-you. Inadequacy in my education does not allow me to 
express my gratitude in more flowing terms.’  
(Handwritten note to the author, 1986. Spelling and punctuation adjusted.) 

None of which stopped her falsifying the book and wiping my name 

from it in 1993. 

In this article, I’ve shown evidence from many sources. There’s therefore 

no doubt – despite what Wikipedia and The Times may say – that there 

were two co-founders of the Plain English Campaign in 1979, and that I 

was one of them. PEC’s persistent use of half-truths and lies on this 

question, as on so many others described in this series of articles, is 

unethical and contemptible. They have done it in the full knowledge 

that it was morally and factually wrong, and they continue to do it to 

this day. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Copyright note 

Some of the illustrations in this article are or may be the copyright of Plain English 

Campaign, its owner, or Impact Foundation. They include figures 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 

13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.
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About Plain Language Commission 
 
We are a research, editing and training firm. Founded in 1994, we originally 
aimed to act as an authoritative reference point on plain language in the UK. As 
this didn’t interest the Government of the day, we focused on commercial work 
and demonstration projects on such things as clearer laws.  
 
That’s why we rewrote and redesigned a complete Act of Parliament (the 
Timeshare Act) and road-tested the clarity and usability of the original and 
rewritten versions with about 90 student lawyers. The resulting book, Lucid Law,  
showed that laws could be written in plainer English without losing legal effect 
and that people would find them easier to read and use. The book included our 
full testing method. Professor Michael Zander, author of The Law-Making 
Process,  called this project ‘the most important contribution to statutory 
drafting this [the 20th] century’. We followed it with books showing similar 
projects on European laws and regulations. All are available free from our 
website.  

 
We are commissioned by many companies and government agencies 
to help clarify their public information. We run a scheme that enables 
documents and websites to gain our clarity mark, the Clear English 
Standard, and the logo is seen on many of them.  
 

We have provided high-quality writing-skills training to hundreds of 
organizations in the UK and around the world, and we’ve made four lecture 
tours of India for the British Council. We regularly give talks to European 
Commission staff to help with their plain-language initiatives.  
 
Our research director Martin Cutts’s publications include a popular reference 
work, the Oxford Guide to Plain English, which has been continuously in print 
for 25 years. In 2013 he received the Christine Mowat Plain Language 
Achievement Award ‘for outstanding contributions to plain language’. 
 
We belong to the International Plain Language Federation and Clarity, 
organizations that work to promote clarity and usability in public information 
worldwide. We are glad to support their events through sponsorship. 
 
 
 
 
 
Other publications by Martin Cutts include: 

Oxford University Press 
The Oxford Guide to Plain English (2020), fifth edition. 

Plain Language Commission 
Lucid Law (2000) 
Clarifying Eurolaw (2001) 
Clarifying EC Regulations (2002); co-author: Emma Wagner 
Plain English Lexicon (2011) 

As lead author, Plain English Campaign  
Writing Plain English (1981) 
Small Print (1983) 
The Plain English Story (1986) 
Plain English Training Course (1989) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Plain Language Commission, UK: www.clearest.co.uk  
A business independent of the UK Government


